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Red Ladies

by Jane Wiltshire Photography
Canon EOS 5D Mk III, Tamron 28-300mm, 1/320sec at f/6.3, ISO 640

Jane took this image in Frome, Somerset, and uploaded it to our Instagram
page using the Hashtag #appicoftheweek. ‘A friend messaged me to say he’d
heard that the Red Ladies from Extinction Rebellion were going to be present
at some point during the day,’ says Jane. ‘They want to draw attention to the
climate emergency, saying that when nature hurts, we hurt.’ Armed with her
camera, Jane took up her position and waited. ‘They were happy to have their
photographs taken, and I followed them as they made their silent and slow
protest match around the town centre,’ she recalls. ‘I was quite moved by
their protest – it made me more aware that things really do need to change.’
Picked by Claire Gillo, Acting Technique Editor, as our #appicoftheweek

to share
The best pictures on social media this week

Each week we choose our favourite picture on Facebook, Instagram, Flickr, Twitter or the reader 
gallery using #appicoftheweek. PermaJet proudly supports the online picture 
of the week winner, who will receive a top-quality print of their image on the 

finest PermaJet paper*. It is important  
to bring images to life outside the digital sphere,  
so we encourage everyone to get printing today!  
Visit www.permajet.com to learn more.

#appicoftheweek

Win!

We also likedÉ
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Stonechat by Daphne Wuenn
Sony RX10 IV, 24-600mm, 1/500sec at f/4, ISO 125

‘A WALK along the beach at Hengistbury Head in Bournemouth is always a great 
excuse to get some fresh air,’ says Daphne Wuenn. ‘On this occasion, I wasn’t 
expecting many birds to be perched on top of the shrubs, as it was a wet and 

windy day, so I was pleasantly surprised 
to see this stonechat flying alongside 
me, always a few metres ahead. When it 
landed on an isolated thorny twig, I saw 
my chance to get the image I wanted:  
a windswept little bird, clinging on for 
dear life and successfully withstanding 
the gusts of wind.’ Daphne uploaded 
her picture to our Twitter feed using  
the hashtag #appicoftheweek.
Picked by Andy Westlake,  
Technical Editor 
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Buildings by Jay Mason-Burns 
Fujifilm X-T20, 12mm, 1/500sec at f/5.6, ISO 200

BIRMINGHAM-based Jay Mason-Burns is a big fan of street 
photography, but enjoys urban landscapes and architecture, 
too. ‘The McLaren building [seen here] sits on the northern 
edge of the city centre and, to my mind, is not the sexiest 
piece of architecture,’ he admits. ‘I had been taking pictures 
elsewhere when  
I walked by and 
noticed the 
reflection of  
the building in  
a puddle in the  
car park. I love 
reflection shots: 
they add layers of 
complexity to an 
image. It had just 
stopped raining, 
the light was 
amazing, and 
suddenly the 
McLaren looked 
very sexy indeed,’ 
he explains. Jay 
uploaded the 
picture to our 
Twitter feed using 
the hashtag 
#appicoftheweek.     
Picked by Tracy 
Calder, Acting 
Technique Editor

Water hole by Christopher Mann
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, 24-105mm, 10sec at f/8,  
ISO 200, 10-stop ND filter  

CHRISTOPHER Mann is a delivery driver who frequently 
travels the UK, and likes to take his camera with him 
wherever he goes. ‘I am constantly finding new and 
interesting places to photograph on my routes,’ he explains. 
‘This image was shot in the Peak District at Ladybower 
Reservoir.’ Christopher uploaded the picture to our Instagram 
page using the hashtag #appicoftheweek. ‘I’ve visited this 
location many times, hoping to see the water cascading down 
the hole, but this was the first time I’d actually seen it in full 
flow. The sight and sound was truly amazing.’ 
Picked by Nigel Atherton, Editor 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Want to see your pictures here? Post them into our Instagram, Twitter, 
Flickr or Facebook communities or the gallery on our website. See p3.
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Angela Nicholson 
Photographer and journalist 
Angela Nicholson started 
reviewing cameras for 
Amateur Photographer in 
2004 and was our Technical 
Editor before leaving for new 
pastures in 2010. Last year 
she founded SheClicks, a 

community for female photographers. She’s broken 
remarkably few cameras over the years, so who 
better to provide tips on making cameras last? 
squeezymedia.com.

Technique  MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

M
ost of us are used to booking 
our cars in for a routine 
service, but our camera gear 
often has to look after itself 

until something goes wrong. For example, 
it’s often only when we’re spending more 
time cloning out specks from images than 

it took to shoot them that we start to think 
about removing the dust from the sensor, 
and the leg locks on a tripod may have to 
seize before we realise that a trip to the 
beach caused some damage.

Just like a car, regular maintenance and 
cleaning of your camera kit can extend its 

Keeping your  

Looking aft er your gear can save you heartache, 
missed shots and pricey repairs. Angela Nicholson 
explains how to keep your kit in top condition

The weak pound 
means gear won’t 
get cheaper any time 
soon, so it pays to 
keep it in great 
condition
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gear great
life and ensure it delivers the results you 
expect. And it doesn’t have to cost a 
fortune, because you can do some of the 
work yourself. Read on to fi nd out how.

Protect and serve
Prevention is better than cure, and one 
of the best ways to ensure your camera 
stays in top condition is to protect it from 
harsh environments. If your camera is 
weatherproof, it should be fi ne in rain, 
but it’s unlikely to appreciate being 
submerged. If your camera isn’t 

weatherproof, some form of cover is 
advisable in bad weather and when 
you’re going to a sandy beach in windy 
conditions. You can buy dedicated camera 
covers, but a clear plastic bag over your 
camera with an elastic band holding it 
tight to the lens, or even a shower cap, 
can work eff ectively.

Very humid or cold conditions can also 
be an issue for cameras and it’s important 
to let them acclimatise accordingly. If your 
camera is exposed to high humidity for 
a long time, it’s worth having it checked 

by a service centre to make sure it’s okay 
and fungus-free.

Sensor cleaning
A grubby sensor is one of the most 
annoying issues for photographers. When 
there’s just one or two marks appearing in 
your images, the natural inclination is to 
clone them out, but they have a habit of 
proliferating. And while it’s easy to clone 
out a mark from a clean sky, it’s trickier 
when it’s over a vital detail.

The fi rst step is to use your camera’s 
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GENERAL CHECKING AND CLEANING: GOOD PRACTICE

It still pays to use a cloth
One of the best ways to ensure your camera 
gear lasts well is to give it a good clean 
occasionally, especially if you’ve been on a 
sandy beach or in salty sea spray. Even if your 
camera is weatherproof and sealed, use a soft 
cloth to dry it if it gets wet. A lot of this is 
common sense, so don’t get complacent. 

A different bulb mode
Use a bulb blower to remove loose sand and 
dust. It’s useful around buttons and dials as 
well as the viewfinder, card bay, battery 
compartment and connection ports. However, 
don’t use canned air as the high pressure can 
blast dust deeper into small crevices, even 
though weatherproof seals.

A good brush-up
A brush is useful for removing dust that  
a blower won’t shift. Use light strokes to flick 
the dirt away. Pay particular attention to areas 
like the lens mount; you don’t want any debris 
such as sand or grit getting on to the mount or 
inside the camera when you remove the lens.  
It can cause expensive internal damage. 

Technique  MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

own sensor-cleaning system. This 
can sometimes be set to vibrate the 

sensor as you turn the camera’s power  
on or off. While setting it to work as you 
switch on the camera may seem like a 
good idea, it can sometimes mean missing 
those fleeting moments when you want to 
power up the camera as fast as possible 
and take a quick shot. Consequently,  
I prefer to set the cleaning cycle to run  
on power-down if I can.

Alternatively, you can fire up the 
cleaning mechanism whenever you like. 
This is activated via the menu, and you’ll 
feel the sensor vibrate inside the camera 
once you hit ‘Start’. If this doesn’t shift  
a problematic mark, more direct action  
is required. Digital SLR cameras have  
a sensor-cleaning mode that lifts the 
mirror to let you reach the sensor. This 
will usually only operate when the battery 
is at or close to full charge because it’s 
important that the mirror doesn’t flap 
back down half-way though the process. 
Obviously, that’s not an issue with 
mirrorless cameras.

Sensor common sense
Knowing that the sensor is the most 
expensive part of your camera doesn’t do 
anything to steady the nerves the first 
time you clean it, but it is something that 
can be done at home provided you have 
the right gear. There are lots of gadgets for 
cleaning a sensor, but a good bulb blower 
that’s specifically made for cleaning a 
sensor and purpose-made swabs and 
cleaning fluid are simple and reliable. 
Don’t use a bog-standard blower as that 
can spit bits of rubber/plastic onto your 
sensor. And never use canned air – the 
propellant is bad news for the sensor!

Ideally, you should clean the sensor in  
a dust-free environment, but few of us live 
in those. Basically, don’t do it immediately 

after dusting or vacuuming. Steam from  
a shower can help eliminate dust, so a 
bathroom can be a good location for 
sensor cleaning, but wait until the steam 
has settled, as you don’t want any of that 
moisture inside your camera.

Call the experts
If you don’t fancy cleaning your camera’s 
sensor yourself, there are plenty of places 
where you can have it done. However, bear 
in mind that another speck of dust can 
land on your camera’s sensor the next  
time you change lens, so it’s worthwhile 
plucking up the courage to do it yourself. 
Also at around £30 for an APS-C format 
sensor clean and £55-60 for a full-frame 
sensor clean, you’ll save quite a bit of 
money if you do it yourself.

Many DSLRs have an autofocus 
micro-adjustment feature that enables  
you to get the best from your lenses.  
This is designed to correct the slight 
variations that can happen as a result of 
manufacturing tolerances, and it may be 
required with a new lens or camera. 
Again, this is something that you can do  
at home, but if your camera and lens 
develop significant focusing issues after  
a period of use (or a drop) there may be  
a problem, and it’s advisable to take them 
to a service centre.

Whether it’s a smashed screen, broken 
dial, jammed shutter, loose aperture 
blades or a stuck memory card, a service 
centre that’s approved by your camera or 
lens manufacturer is the best place for 
repairing physical damage or resolving  
a sudden inexplicable breakdown.

I’d also recommend taking your kit in  
for a thorough check if it’s taken a dunk  
in water. Even if you follow all the usual 
advice of drying the camera with a cloth, 
putting it in a warm (not hot) place 
and putting it in a bag with silica (or 

Seawater and gear 
is not a happy 
combo. Clean your 
camera with a 
slightly damp  
cloth afterwards
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Attention to detail
Once anything that might scratch your camera 
or lens is removed, use a very slightly damp 
cloth to wipe away any salt or mud that’s 
remaining. Even if you can’t see any salt, it’s 
worth wiping the whole camera down to 
remove any corrosive residue. Rinse the cloth 
and repeat.

Don’t pass by the port
Check your camera’s port covers and doors, 
making sure they are all in place and fit well. 
They are integral to any weatherproofing and 
keep dust at bay. If any are missing, order 
replacements and refit them as soon as 
possible in order to keep your camera in  
good condition.

Concentrate, please
If necessary, use a high-concentration 
isopropyl alcohol or lens cleaner on a lens 
tissue to clean the LCD screen and remove  
any fingerprints or nose marks. You only  
need a drop or two of the cleaner on the  
tissue as a little goes a long way – just wipe 
until it’s clean.
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Advanced Camera
Services Ltd
Tel: 01953 889324
advancedcameraservices.co.uk

Canon Service and Repair 
Centre
Tel: 020 7660 3510
www.canon.co.uk/support/
rcc/#GP

Fixation
Tel: 020 7582 3294
www.fixationuk.com

AJ Johnstone & Co
Tel: 0141 221 2106
www.ajjohnstone.co.uk

H Lehmann Ltd
Tel: 01782 413611
www.hlehmann.co.uk

Nikon UK Service Dept
Tel: 0330 1230932
www.nikon.co.uk/en_GB/
service_support/repair_
centre/main_repair_centre.
page

Park Cameras
Tel: 01444 237070
www.parkcameras.com/
camera-repairs

Jessops
www.jessops.com/c/offers/
services/repairs

Technique  

rice), it’s best to get it checked out.
Water damage can take a while to

show its impact. The delicate circuits
within the camera may corrode slowly and
problems can develop later down the line.

Part of the service
Some camera service centres offer
a routine service that includes aspects
such as sensor and focus screen cleaning
and a few checks for a fixed fee. At Canon
UK’s service centre this costs £90 for a
camera such as the Canon EOS 5D Mark
IV, for example, while a premium service
that adds recalibration (if required) costs
a total of £117.

Other centres such as Fixation don’t
offer a routine service as such. They check
aspects such as the focusing, metering and
lubrication against standards set by the
manufacturer and look for wear and tear;
then they send you a free no-obligation
estimate for any work that’s required. In
both cases, there’s additional cost for any 
parts and labour that are required.

Don’t take insurance for granted
While good camera insurers will pay out
for accidental damage to a camera, they
are sometimes very specific about the
exact circumstances in which the damage
occurred. If you’re travelling with your
camera when it’s damaged, for example,
they may require proof that it was in a
purpose-made case. Similarly, mechanical 
breakdown may only cover for items 
that are less than fi ve years old.

Caring for accessories
Lenses
Always store unmounted
lenses with both end caps on,
preferably upright and in a
bag, case or cupboard that
prevents dust from settling on
them. Before you pack a lens
for use, check the elements at
either end and give them a
wipe with a clean lens cloth
and cleaner, if necessary.

Camera bag
Brush down the exterior of
your camera bag to remove
any sand or dirt. Then empty
it and shake it outside with
all compartments, pockets
and flaps open. If necessary,
put a nozzle on your vacuum
cleaner and give the whole
bag a thorough clean,
remembering inside all 
the pockets.

Tripod
Tripods get pushed into mud,
sand and water, and need a
little love, too. As soon as you
can after using yours, give the
legs a rinse in clean, fresh
water. Extend the legs fully
and give them a good wipe
before leaving them to dry in a

warm room. After a bit of use,
the nuts and bolts of a tripod
can work loose, so check them 
all on a regular basis and
tighten them if necessary.
If you have more than one
camera, make sure that the
quick-release plate is returned
to the tripod head after use.

Filters
Treat filters carefully, like they
are an element of a lens. Use
a bulb blower or brush to
remove any loose dirt without
scratching them. Then use a
clean lens cloth, if necessary,
with some cleaning solution
like LEE Filters’ ClearLEE Filter
Wash to remove any finger
prints, grease or watermarks.

Batteries
Remove batteries from
devices such as flashguns so
there’s no risk of them leaking 
into your gear. Try to use
high-quality rechargeable
batteries and chargers, and
store them carefully. Another
good tip is to number your
batteries so you can be sure to
use them in rotation, because 
this increases their life.

Service centres

Rinse a muddy
tripod with water

after use, and leave
it extended while

it dries out
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Finding inspiration 
 in contrasts.

Please read the complete terms of participation on our landing page: www.zeiss.com/winterpromotion 

ZEISS Winter Promotion
25th November 2019 to 19th January 2020

Due to the impressive white of the winter, other colours

stand out in a way that can only be observed at this time

of year. Get ready for your days in the snow with the ZEISS

Winter Promotion and get up to £360 off selected

ZEISS lenses with the cashback promotion.

Further information, the selected products and

the participating dealers can be found online.

www.zeiss.com/winterpromotion

Photographer Stian Klo

Cashback

saving up to

£360!
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Email ap@ti-media.com and include your full postal address. Write to Inbox, Amateur Photographer,

TI Media Limited, Pinehurst 2, Pinehurst Road, Farnborough Business Park, Farnborough, Hants GU14 7BF

Having not used a medium format
camera for many years I took my
Mamiya RB67 to Mexico for a
vacation. The camera has the motor
driven 6x7 back. I shot five films.
Three of them I loaded upside down
so the backing paper faced the
camera lens, not the emulsion. There
was no red window so I could spot
my error. The winder still wound on 
fine. Words failed me.
Paul O’Sullivan

Great story, Paul. I heard a tale
many years ago about an assistant
who accompanied a rather ill-
tempered large-format landscape
photographer on a shoot to Africa
but forgot to pack the fi lm. Scared 

to own up to his error, he kept up
the pretence of loading the dark
slides for the duration of the trip,
then did a runner as soon as he got
home – Nigel Atherton editor

Inbox

Photo disaster

Z 50 screen solution
I read with interest the first
impressions preview of the
upcoming Nikon Z 50 (AP
19 October). As a potential
buyer of this new camera I
have been looking at all the
existing previews. One of the
major criticisms I have
encountered apart from lack
of IBIS is the rather novel
idea to pivot the screen
below the camera to
facilitate selfies, vloggers etc.

Initial thoughts obviously
suggest that the screen
would be mostly obscured
if the camera was mounted
on a tripod or other device.
The workaround is to use
an L bracket to mount the
camera in portrait mode
on the tripod (ball head). If
landscape mode is 
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required then just rotate
the camera into landscape
mode. Admittedly, the
camera would be offset
from the tripod centre line
but that is no different
from portrait mode without
an L bracket.
Fergus Buchanan

Train of thought
Regarding Michael
Topham’s favourite book
The Best of Eric Treacy, as
featured in AP 12 October.
Like you, I found one of his
books second-hand a few
years ago. I have since
purchased the rest for only
a few pounds each from
various booksellers via the
AbeBooks website. Some
of his pictures would make
perfect AP covers. They 

are not the usual technical
shots of locomotives at
work: they are examples of
pictures by somebody who
took the time to create a
work of art and not just a
recording of machines at
work. These older books
include his introductions
and some information
about the cameras and
films used, which show the
limitations of these 

compared to modern 
digital hardware.
Chester Willey

Congratulations
May I congratulate
everyone in the AP team
for the superb collector’s
edition (AP 12 October)
marking your 135th
anniversary. Achieving an
exceptional publishing
landmark must be a record
in itself when you consider
that some of our once
great names in, say, British
manufacturing have long
since disappeared. For a
magazine to attain such
distinction unquestionably
shows the high standing in
which photography
enthusiasts hold your work.

Rival publications may
have come and gone, yet
AP goes from strength to
strength. As one of your
most loyal readers said
when asked why he has
stuck with AP for so long:
‘It educates, entertains and
excels at presenting an
attractive mix of topics for
all skill levels’. That’s what
you call a winning formula
and a heartfelt appreciative
comment. Long may you
continue. Michael Baxter

19 October issue
AP, you’ve outdone
yourselves! Even taking
account of AP’s consistent
quality, the 19 October
issue merits special
mention. The new series
on treasures from the
Hulton Archive is an
excellent idea, as is
expanding the readers’
photos section to two
pages (It’s Good to Share).
And it’s especially good to
have individual AP staff
making the choices here.
As an extremely satisfied
user of the Z 6, I enjoyed
your spread on the new 
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YOUR LETTERS

Taking holiday pictures, Paul didn’t spot
he’d loaded three of his films upside down

Chester has
some Eric
Treacy books
and agrees
they are
exceptional
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Nikon Z 50 and its
lenses. In a world where
camera and lens prices are
currently spiralling it’s very
good to see Nikon having
the imagination not to
price this new camera
beyond the pockets of
many potential users.

And so to the Olympus
centenary pull-out. I’ve so
many great memories of
the OM-1, and the system
it spawned, now filled with
mould after years of rough
use in equatorial
Africa. And, though being a
Nikon user now, an
Olympus Tough TG-5 – at
once so compact and
adaptable – usually
accompanies me in a coat
or trouser pocket. Finally, I
loved Peter Dench’s look
at Olympus’s wonderfully
imaginative advertising of
the past, and his piece on
the truly exciting life of
veteran newsman John
Downing. Finding all these
gems in a single AP issue is
exceptional. I congratulate
the AP staff for their hard
work and quality output.
Adrian Lewis

Ink waste
I’ve been using an Epson
Stylus Photo R2400
printer for over 10 years
and it still produces
excellent prints. The cost of
replacing the ink reservoir
pads, even if possible now
with such an old machine,
is expensive, so I bought a
simple kit online that drains
the waste ink into two small
pots. It made my eyes
water nine months later
having to tip 120ml of
waste ink down the drain. It
made my eyes water even
more when I calculated
that this represented £129
worth of discarded ink!

I accept that the 

manufacturers have not
found a way of keeping the
ink nozzles clear without
wasting ink. However, each
cartridge is individually
controlled. If the nozzles of
one cartridge get blocked,
is there any reason why the
cleaning routine can’t be
applied just to that one,
instead of all eight and
wasting eight times as 
much ink?
David Pelling

Easy life
Can life be too easy? I
recently changed from a
150-600mm Tamron to a
Nikon 500mm f/5.6 PF.
The Tamron did produce a
nice image quality but at
what cost? To get that IQ
my breathing needed to be
right, the camera/ lens
clutched to my chest, the
VC having a good day and
the focus eventually
locking on after a good
day’s hunting. The Nikon,
handheld, ridiculously low
shutter speed, held
casually and vaguely in the
right direction: and the IQ
is spectacular. I almost feel
a fraud using the 500mm.
If you don’t need much in
the way of technique is that
pleasing or not?
Prof Brian Glenville   

Keywords
Your article Future-proof
your files (AP 5 October)
was fascinating and timely
as I have thousands of
pictures on my single
hard-drive and am also
looking for a robust system
with which to catalogue
these, and future, images.
All the points you make are
extremely valid but the one
thing I’ve always struggled
with, and is only mentioned
briefly in the article, is the
method of fi le naming. 

Would it be possible to give
a few complete examples,
perhaps from the AP team,
of how, and why, they
attribute the file path they
do? I understand that each
will have their own reasons
for using certain keywords
and file names but a few
ideas as to how the
professionals do it might
provide an ‘ah ha’ moment 
for my fossilised brain.
David Richards

No to mirrorless
I was rather reassured to
read in AP 5 October
about top pros who won’t
be changing to mirrorless.
I’ve felt increasingly
pressured (all self-imposed,
of course) to at least
explore mirrorless so I once
hired one and whilst I do
have small hands so as to
manoeuvre the buttons,
like Guy Edwardes I too
don’t like the electronic
viewfinder and agree it’s
like looking at a computer
screen. It just didn’t look
right. Maybe also because
it was a Sony (I’m used to
Nikon) it was even more
frustrating! I cannot
completely discount
mirrorless cameras and no
doubt I will try a Nikon at
some stage but I do love
my DLSR because I know it
inside out and am
comfortable with it. And
now I have ‘permission’ I’m
happy to lug my amazing
backpack around the
countryside with various
lenses in situ. Happy to be 
called a dinosaur!
Karin Tearle

Back in my day
Reading your Back in the
day summary of AP down
the years I’m reminded of
a happening when I was
foolish enough to take my
AP to school. Repairing to
the cloakroom I discovered
my AP was gone! With no
sex education, many were
as ignorant of sex as me.
Thanks to the images in AP
though, I was probably
‘desensitised’ and never
felt a twinge of arousal! It
was about home time
when I was reunited with it.
Bill Houlder

Brian finds life easy with
his new Nikon 500mm

Back in the day
A wander through the AP archive. This 

week we go back to November 1947

In the week of the royal wedding, AP carried this photo

THIS week’s inside front cover carried a portrait of
Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip with the caption:
‘Loyal greetings from the 6,000 British employees of
Kodak Ltd.’ For a brief moment I tried to recall if I
knew that they had once worked for Kodak, before I
checked the date and realised that the greetings were
addressed to the couple, and not from them – this was
the week of their wedding. (Incidentally Kodak now
employs just 1,600 people in the whole world.) You’d
think the Editor would have gone with a royal portrait
on the cover but no, he went with a cat photo, for no
discernible reason. The post-war AP was a skinny
affair with more ads than editorial pages, mostly
dominated by darkroom gear, slide and cine
projectors. AP readers were clearly keen to get
maximum value out of their old black-out materials.
Photography wasn’t the only thing readers did in the
dark, judging by the proliferation of baby pictures in 
this issue. Well, it was the start of the boom!  

1947
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In association with

1stRound Seven
Whatever the weather

Amateur
Photographer 
of the Year

Here are the top 30 images uploaded to Photocrowd from Round Seven, 

Whatever the weather, with comments by the AP team

HELEN TRUST wins Round Seven of APOY 2019. Her prize is any
Sigma product of up to £1,000 in value (based on Sigma’s RRP).
If her choice is above this amount, she can choose to pay the
difference. For extreme conditions, Sigma weather-sealed options
such as the 28mm F1.4 GD HSM | Art (RRP £1,099.99) comes

with dust- and
splash-proofing. For
a zoom option, the
70-200mm F2.8 DG
OS HSM | Sports (RRP
£1,349.99) handles
beautifully and
incorporates Intelligent
Optical Stabilisation.

1 Helen Trust
UK 30pts
Canon EOS 5D Mark III,
28-135mm at 28mm,
1/1600sec at f/8, ISO 1250

There are times when
the simplest composition
can be the best. It was very tight between
this image and the second-placed entry
when it came to judging, but the panel
decided to plump for this one as its fulfilment 
of the brief is so spot on. The confident
composition in particular stands out, as
normally we would expect a photographer
to separate the two main elements in the
frame, rather than ‘stacking’ them one in
front of the other, as Helen has done here.
It’s bleak, ominous and imposing, and is
a very strong image thanks to all those 
elements. Excellent work. 



24  

2nd

4th

2 Kai Hornung Germany 29pts
Sony Alpha 7R II, 24-70mm, 0.6sec at f/11, ISO 100

This is a simply glorious photograph that suggests 
calm, peace and tranquillity. A landscape image is 
supposed to convey a sense of place, and this one 
succeeds in spades, transporting the viewer to the 
edge of the lake in Germany during an autumn 
sunrise. The side-lighting is superb, the detail is 
second to none, and the touch of mist coming in 
from the left hints at a nip in the air. It’s a subtle 
interpretation of the brief, and all the stronger for it. 

4 Tuule Müürsepp Estonia 27pts
Canon EOS 6D, 16-35mm at 16mm, 8sec at f/11, ISO 100, ND filter

We see a lot of images like this, in which the 
photographer is looking up through trees towards 
the canopy. However, what sets this one apart is 
the longer exposure. It clearly demonstrates the 
windy conditions in which the photographer was 
working, but it’s not overdone. There’s just the  
right balance between sharpness and blur, and 
converting it to black & white is a good finishing 
touch to emphasise the graphic shapes. 

APOY 2019
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3rd

5th

In association with

3 Caron Steele UK 28pts
Nikon D850, 200-500mm at 500mm, 
1/2000sec at f/8, ISO 400

The way the mist billows 
around the swans in this 
hugely atmospheric image is 
reminiscent of a jet aircraft’s 
afterburners being deployed. 
The high-key tones of both the 
magnifi cent birds and the 
early-morning mist keep 
everything beautifully ethereal, 
while the backlighting shows 
up the feathers’ details. This 
shot would have had nowhere 
near the same impact if it had 
been taken with the sun 
behind the photographer. 

5 Caron Steele UK 0pts
Canon EOS-1D X Mark II, 500mm + 
1.4x extender, 1/1600sec at f/6.3, 
ISO 1000

These magical cranes appear 
to be dancing under the 
snowfl akes. The shapes they 
make are gorgeous and the 
backdrop of falling snow 
creates a pleasing evenness 
across the frame, with the 
muted tones emphasising 
the overall coolness of the 
scene. The portrait format is 
defi nitely the correct choice, 
while getting down low and 
shooting upwards is essential 
to the image’s success – 
however chilly it may have 
been at the time!
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7 Lee Mumford UK 24pts
Nikon D750, 24-105mm at 30mm,
1/100sec at f/6.3, ISO 320

Who can resist the sight of
sunlight streaming through
trees? Lee has composed his
shot well and processed the
file sensitively.

11 Neil Burnell UK 20pts
Nikon D850, 20mm, 1/4sec at f/8,
ISO 64

The break in the cloud in this
image brings light to the
gloomy horizon, while the
wideangle perspective is
almost vertiginous.

6 Jevgenijs Scolokovs Latvia 25pts
Canon EOS 5D, 200mm, 1/2000sec at f/2.8, ISO 200

The diagonal lines of the trams make for
a dynamic composition, while the person
stepping over the tracks completes the
story of the harsh conditions.

10 Ruediger Schulz Germany 21pts
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, 150-600mm at 600mm,
1/500sec at f/6.3, ISO 800

The way the bird’s legs stretch between
the two pieces of wood adds a clever
tension to the scene.

14 Alius Imago UK 17pts
Hasselblad L1D-20c, 28mm, 1/30sec
at f/11, ISO 400

The aerial perspective gives
this scene a semi-abstract
appearance. It’s completed
by the warmth of the sun on
the waves, and the two tiny
figures in the surf.

11

7

10

6

14

APOY 2019

15 Gavin Duncan UK 16pts
Nikon D850, 24-70mm at 24mm, 
1/100sec at f/4, ISO 64

Mist is perfect for isolating 
trees that would otherwise 
be lost in a mass of wood 
and leaves. This simple 
composition works 
beautifully and has been 
sympathetically processed.
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8 Pawel Zygmunt
Ireland 23pts
Nikon D810, 24-70mm at 46mm,
1/30sec at f/14, ISO 100

Without the rainbow, this
would have been a pleasing
but fairly ordinary scene.
With it, it becomes
something really special.

9 Judith Duddle UK 22pts
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, 16-35mm,
1/2500sec at f/5.6, ISO 100

A very pleasing example of
a long-exposure image.
We particularly like the way
in which you can see the
detail of the brickwork
beneath the floodwater.

12 Steve Oldfield UK 19pts
Nikon D810, 28-300mm at 300mm, 1/20sec at
f/11, ISO 100

A misty morning such as this is the
photographer’s dream. The wisps lead
the eye gently from left to right.

13 Ulrike Unterbruner Austria 18pts
Olympus E-M10, 14-42mm at 32mm, 1/250sec at 
f/9, ISO 200

A wonderfully imaginative capture of 
a torrential downpour. The rainbow is 
a great stroke of luck. 

15
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16 Rob Fitzhugh UK 15pts
Nikon D850, 28mm, 1/6sec at f/16, ISO 64

This image isn’t just about the lightning. 
The light, the detail in the cloud and the 
refl ection in the loch all contribute to 
a successful whole. 
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17 Hana Peskova  
Czech Republic 14pts
Nikon D850, 300mm, 1/640sec at f/10, ISO 200

The mist-filled undulations in this 
scene simplify everything, allowing  
the eye to go to the trees at either  
end of the frame.

18 Graeme Youngson UK 13pts
Canon EOS 6D Mark II, 40mm, 1/500sec at f/2.8, 
ISO 250

The separation between each trunk 
is what makes this image a success, 
with the mist making the trees 
recede beautifully.

21 Vince Cunningham UK 10pts
Fujifilm X-T2, 55-200mm at 272mm, 1/300sec  
at f/8, ISO 400

The thick snow makes this shot appear 
like an impressionist painting, but without 
everything appearing too obscured.

22 Jan Sieminski Poland 9pts
Nikon D850, 14-24mm at 14mm, 15sec at  
f/7.1, ISO 1600

A very well-executed aurora image, 
with the foreground adding interest and 
reflecting the colours from the sky. 

APOY 2019
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21

22
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26
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27 Richard Whitson UK 4pts
Canon EOS-1D X, 400mm + 1.4x extender, 
1/2500sec at f/4, ISO 100

A great shot that captures both the 
surfer and the drama of the stormy sea.

30 Frani Smith USA 1pt
Canon EOS 6D, 24-70mm at 63mm, 1/800sec at 
f/4.5, ISO 100

The extraordinary ice in this scene has 
an almost sculptural quality.

25 Boris Bjelica   
Serbia 6pts
Nikon 1 J5, 10-100mm, 1/500sec  
at f/11, ISO 160

Yes, it’s a mountainscape, 
but this image is also about 
highlight, shadow and shape. 

26 John Hall Ireland 5pts
Canon EOS 5D, 17-40mm at 19mm, 
23sec at f/11, ISO 50

The drama of the approaching 
storm is matched by the 
drama in the foreground 
waves. Nicely balanced.
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1 Caron Steele 118pts

2 Marco Tagliarino 81pts

3 Neil Burnell 71pts

4 Tom Franklin de Waart 68pts

5 Jay Birmingham 62pts

6 Steve James 61pts

7 Patrick Reilly 54pts

8 Darren Rose 53pts

9 Judith Duddle 52pts

10 Flavio Tosti 50pts

The 2019 leaderboard
Caron Steele has scored 28 points, which takes her into an unassailable
lead with one round of the competition still to go! Caron and round winner
Helen Trust both have more than one successful shot in this category, so
only their highest-scoring images count.

19 Jay Birmingham UK 12pts
Canon EOS 6D Mark II, 70-200mm at 70mm,
1/1000sec at f/13, ISO 500

Dynamism, action and good contrast;
the waves are almost three-dimensional.

20 Stu Meech UK 11pts
Sony RX100, 28-100mm at 28mm, 1/500sec at
f/5.6, ISO 125

Stu did well to find a good foreground
before the rainbow faded.

28 Stephen Earp
UK 3pts
Sony Alpha 7 II, 50mm,
1/5000sec at f/2.8,
ISO 40

You could almost
think this was an
image from a
vintage issue of
Picture Post. It
has all the qualities
of a classic
documentary shot.

24 Marco Tagliarino
Italy 7pts
Canon EOS 7D, 70-300mm at
170mm, 1/80sec at f/6.3, ISO 100

A great documentary shot
that makes the viewer
question what’s going on!

29 Sam Binding UK 2pts
Canon EOS 80D, 55-250mm at
70mm, 1/100sec at f/4, ISO 160

With only two main features 
within the composition,
there’s a pleasing minimalism 
to this photograph.

19

24

27

Helen Trust UK 0pts
Canon EOS 5D Mark III,

24-70mm, 1/1600sec at f/8, ISO 1250

The dramatic light picks out
this church, which is dwarfed
by the huge sky.

29

30

20

See the results of the fi nal round and announcement of our top 10 in the 21-28 December issue of AP, on sale 17 December

CROWD 
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Best cameras
& lenses 2019

IN PARTNERSHIP 

WITH MPB

Fancy a brand-new camera or lens for Christmas? 

Here’s our pick of the best that we’ve used

 and reviewed over the past 12 months
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CANON’S G7 X series of 
advanced compact cameras has 
long been popular with enthusiast
photographers, and this latest 
version increases its attraction 
still further. Like its predecessors,
it’s based around a 20MP, 1in 
sensor and a 24-100mm-
equivalent f/1.8-2.8 lens that 
offers a really useful combination 
of range and light-gathering 
ability. Yet this fi ts inside a 
pocketable body with a good 
complement of external controls, 
along with a tilting touchscreen 
for composing your images.

In technical terms, the Mark 
III’s big update is the adoption 
of a stacked CMOS sensor and 
Canon’s latest Digic 8 processor. 
This brings much faster autofocus 
and continuous shooting, with a 
new Hi-speed Raw option that 
shoots at 30 frames per second.
 

In addition, 4K video recording 
is available, supported by the 
addition of a microphone socket 
for better quality sound.

Canon has proven to be very 
adept at making small cameras 
that handle well, and the G7 X III 
follows suit with a nice tactile 
control ring around the lens, 
top-plate exposure-compensation 
dial and well-spaced buttons on 
the back. Most importantly, it also 
delivers very pleasing images. If 
you’d prefer to have a built-in 
viewfi nder, along with a longer 
zoom in a slightly larger body, 
then also take a look at the 
G5 X Mark II, which costs £849. 

Overall, though, the G7 X 
Mark III is a lovely 
pocket camera that we 
really enjoyed using.

Canon PowerShot 
G7 X Mark III
● £699 ● www.canon.co.uk

Sony RX100 VII
● £1,199 ● www.sony.co.uk

Testbench   BEST CAMERAS OF 2019 

What we like

●  Small, light and easily pocketable
● Excellent image quality
●  Plenty of useful features

Recommended

SONY’S RX100 series has been
at the leading edge of compact-
camera technology ever since the
original model debuted in 2012. 
With the latest, seventh, edition 
the company has made the best 
pocket travel camera we’ve ever 
seen – at least for those who can
stomach its stratospheric price.

As with last year’s RX100 VI, 
which is still on sale at a slightly 
more agreeable £979, this latest 
version pairs a 24-200mm-
equivalent f/2.8-4 lens with 
a 20-million-pixel 1in-type 
sensor, in a body that will slip 
into a jacket pocket. It sports 
a pop-up electronic viewfi nder 
and a tilting rear screen, which 
together provide excellent 
fl exibility for composing your 
shots. Other handy features 
include 4K video recording and 
built-in Wi-Fi for transferring 
images to your phone. 

The RX100 VII’s main update is 
that it gains Sony’s much-hyped 
Real-time Eye AF and Real-time 

Tracking technologies. Together 
with continuous shooting at up to 
20 frames per second, this 
means it can keep up with fast, 
unpredictable situations that 
would defeat its rivals. It you want 
a small camera to photograph 
family or sports, for example, 
there’s nothing else quite like it. 
Equally, its excellent lens means 
it’s a fi ne choice for travel 
photography when you don’t 
want to carry heavy kit. 

Our main criticism is that all the 
advanced features have rather 
outgrown the user interface, 
which was never that great to 
start with. So it’s best to consider 
the RX100 VII as a point and 

shoot – albeit 
an incredibly 
sophisticated one.

What we like

●  Consistently sharp lens through 
the entire zoom range 

●  Remarkable autofocus system 
●  Handy pop-up viewfinder and 

tilting screen

Recommended

The G7 X Mark III isn’t 
out of its depth when 

challenged by low light

The RX100 VII is a brilliant 
little pocket travel camera 
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Canon EOS 250D
● £599 with 18-55mm IS lens ● www.canon.co.uk

Canon EOS 90D 
● £1,209 (body only) ● www.canon.co.uk

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH MPB

THIS generously featured, 
easy-to-use entry-level DSLR has
plenty going for it. Its compact, 
lightweight body makes it one 
of the smallest DSLRs on the 
market, and indeed barely bigger
than many mirrorless models. 
Despite this, it manages to 
accommodate both a comfortable 
handgrip and a useful range of 
external controls, complemented 
by a fully articulated touchscreen 
that can be set at almost any 
angle for creative photography, 
selfi es or vlogging. 

The EOS 250D is equipped 
with a good range of novice-
friendly options – including its 
built-in Guided Mode – and 
beyond this there’s plenty to 
grow into for more advanced 
photography. Notable features 
include in-camera editing for 
both JPEG and raw fi les, 
along with Canon’s 
particularly 

well-implemented Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi connectivity for 
pairing the camera with your 
smartphone, which allows you to 
share images and control the 
camera remotely. Our only real 
gripe is the nine-point AF system, 
which feels a bit dated, but 
thankfully this is offset by the 
excellent AF performance when 
used in live view mode.

Overall image quality is very 
good, delivering vibrant colours 
and easily enough fi ne detail to 
make large prints. Battery life 
trounces any mirrorless camera, 
at over 1,000 shots per charge, 
although you’ll get a lot less than 
that if you frequently to shoot in 

live view. For beginners, this is 
a fantastic little camera 

that is worth the premium 
over Canon’s cheaper 
entry-level models.

IN AN age where every new 
camera seems to be mirrorless, 
it was intriguing to see Canon 
launch a new DSLR in August. 
The fi rm clearly believes there are
photographers who still value an 
optical viewfi nder, and with the 
EOS 90D, it has made a very 
capable DSLR for enthusiasts. 

It shares its new 32.5MP 
CMOS sensor with the Canon 
EOS M6 Mark II, producing the 
highest resolution of any APS-C 
DSLR on the market. Great for 
wildlife and sports photographers 
who crop tightly into images and 
want to preserve fi ne detail, it 
backs this up with 10fps shooting 
with autofocus tracking when 
using the viewfi nder. The buffer 
performance doesn’t outclass the 
EOS 7D Mark II, but being able to 
shoot 40 frames at 10fps in the 
C-Raw format is very respectable. 

Adding a joystick at the rear to 
shift the AF point 
intuitively 

around the frame is very well
received; as is the option to shoot 
at up to 1/16,000sec by entering 
live view and activating the 
electronic shutter. Additional 
functionality in live view, such 
as having 5,481 AF positions to 
choose from and being able to 
activate face and eye detection 
makes it well suited to a multitude 
of different shooting situations. 

The AF system is starting to 
show its age a little and the EOS 
90D doesn’t support in-camera 
battery charging, but if you want 
a DSLR that handles superbly 
with larger lenses, offers weather 
resistance, produces beautifully 
rich images and is a pleasure to 

use, the EOS 90D should be 
considered. It’s one of the 

best DSLRs we’ve tested
in many years.

What we like

●  Excellent image quality
●  Generously featured
●  Exceptionally small and lightweight

What we like

●  Re-introduces multi-controller joystick 
●  Excellent 1,300-shot battery life
●  Impressive image quality and 

dynamic range

Recommended Recommended

The EOS 250D makes a 
smart choice for novices 

looking to learn

The 90D is a reliable 
enthusiast DSLR with 
superb handling
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Fujifilm X-T30
● £849 (body only) ● www.fujifilm.eu/uk

Testbench   BEST CAMERAS OF 2019 

Panasonic G90
● £899 (body only) ● www.panasonic.com/uk

THIS so-called ‘little giant’ shares
a lot of its innards, including its
26.1MP APS-C X-Trans CMOS 4
sensor, with Fujifilm’s high-end
X-T3, but has the advantage of
being that bit smaller, lighter and
more affordable.

The handgrip isn’t as muscular
as the X-T3’s, and you don’t get
premium features such as twin
card slots for back-up purposes, 
weather sealing or the option to 
add a battery grip, but in all other 
respects it’s a cracking little 
camera for times when you’d like 
to travel light and want to be able 
to change lenses. 

It’ll shoot at up to 30fps 
(with a 1.25x crop), puts in a 
commendable performance in low 
light up to ISO 6400 and provides 
a joystick under your thumb 
– something that was absent on 
both the X-T10 and X-T20. 

Better still, the low-light
autofocus sensitivity has improved
signifi cantly and it’s possible to 
create your own custom AF-C 
presets for moving subjects. 
Although the EVF is no different 
to the X-T20’s, it displays a clear 
view and has a fast refresh rate 
of 100fps in high-performance 
boost mode. Those who dabble 
with video will also appreciate its 
ability to shoot 4K/30p footage 
with support for F-Log recording 
and 4:2:2 10bit output via HDMI. 

The X-T30 is one of our 
favourite small mirrorless 
cameras, and it includes a lot of 
what we love about the X-T3 

in an even more compact 
package. The £400 saving 
you can make if buying it over 
the X-T3 could also be put 
towards an extra lens.

THE G90 builds on everything
we liked about the G80 while
inheriting quite a few features
we first saw introduced on its
high-end cousin, the Lumix G9.
For your money, you get a
great-handling, lightweight body
that features weather seals and a
magnesium-alloy front plate in
its construction for durability.

It’s equipped with a 20.3MP 
Four Thirds sensor that outputs 
punchy images and the chip is 
mounted to a fi ve-axis Dual IS II 
image stabiliser, which offers up 
to fi ve stops of compensation 
with any lens, including legacy 
lenses mounted via converters. It 
is also possible to extract 8MP 
stills from 4K-movie footage 
captured at 30fps. 

A rather useful addition for 
those who like to shoot at night is 
the camera’s live view composite 
mode, which allows users to track 
the movement of stars against a 
pitch-black night sky. 

Other features worthy of note 
include a microphone jack for 
high-quality audio recording, as 
well as a headphone socket for 
live audio monitoring.

Hasty focusing in favourable 
lighting conditions, excellent 
connectivity options with 
Panasonic’s Image App and 
a good low-light performance 
at up to ISO 3200 round off a 
really appealing set of features.

Whether it’s being used for 
family portraits, or more 
challenging fast-paced action 
sequences, the G90 is rarely 
found to be out of its depth. Our 
only qualms are that it lacks a 

battery percentage indicator, 
and that a few buttons 

and controls feel 
a little plasticky.

RecommendedGOLD

What we like

● Excellent form factor
● Beautiful styling
● Supported by a superb range

of XF lenses

What we like

●  Brilliantly sculpted handgrip 
●  Highly effective in-body 

image stabilisation
●  Features weather seals for 

long-lasting durability

The petite size of the 
X-T30 lends itself to 
shooting discreetly

The Lumix G90 
can shoot at up 
to 9fps with 
fixed focus
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Olympus OM-D E-M5 
Mark III
● £1,099.99 (body only) ● www.olympus.co.uk

Nikon Z 50
● £849 (body only) ● www.nikon.co.uk

ALTHOUGH we’re yet to review
the Z 50, we’ve spent more than
enough time with it to know Nikon
is on to something with its first
DX-format mirrorless camera.
Considerably smaller, lighter and
less expensive than the Z 6 and
Z 7, the Z 50 maintains much the
same styling and superb handling
characteristics of these full-frame
models, while combining a Nikon 
D7500-like feature set with 
usability closer to that of the 
advanced entry-level D5600. 

The absence of IBIS is a key 
talking point. However, we’re told 
the Z 50 couldn’t have been 
made as small or light if it had 
been included. Instead, optical 
stabilisation is built into Nikon’s 
new DX-format Z-mount lenses. 

Its comprehensive spec 
includes a 20.9MP APS-C 
CMOS sensor that’s closely 
related to the one used inside 
Nikon’s D500 and D7500 
DSLRs, while its 
ability to shoot 

a burst at 11fps with full AF-AE
tracking makes it Nikon’s fastest 
enthusiast camera to date. 
There’s plenty more we’re keen 
to try over prolonged use – its 
permanent touch buttons at the 
side of its tilting touchscreen 
being one such example. 

Above the screen, it has a 
2.36-million-dot EVF and it 
accepts SD cards beside its 
battery. This lasts for 300 shots 
and supports USB charging via 
a Micro USB port. 

With no joystick, it operates 
similarly to Nikon’s entry-level 
DSLRs in the way the d-pad is 
used to shift the AF point, with 
front and rear dials falling nicely 
to hand for intuitive control when 

using the PASM modes. 
While it’s still early days 

for Nikon’s Z-series, this 
fi rst DX-format addition, 
along with the arrival of 
a pair of new DX-format 
Z-mount lenses, looks very 
promising. Watch this space 
for our full review.

OLYMPUS’S original OM-D
E-M5 introduced the concept of a
small, fully featured and weather-
sealed mirrorless camera aimed
at enthusiast photographers. This
latest update retains the core
characteristics that have made
the range so appealing, with
a petite body measuring just 
125x85x50mm that still fi nds 
space for a large complement of 
external controls. But the Mark III 
brings the line up to date, with 
key features borrowed from the 
fl agship OM-D E-M1 Mark II, 
most notably the same 20MP 
sensor that includes on-chip 
phase detection for radically 
superior autofocus, along with 
4K video recording.

Perhaps the biggest practical 
improvement that users will 
notice straight away is the new 
AF system, which promises 
continuous shooting with focus 
tracking at up to 10 frames per 
second. The class-leading 
fi ve-axis in-body stabilisation 
system has also been uprated 
to offer 5.5 stops benefi t. A 
revised and improved control 
layout, including dedicated 
buttons for ISO and exposure 
compensation, gives an excellent 
shooting experience straight out 
of the box. The electronic 

viewfinder is large and clear, while 
the fully articulated touchscreen 
provides excellent fl exibility for 
shooting at unusual angles.

There’s plenty here to induce 
existing E-M5 II owners to 
update, including conveniences 
such as Bluetooth connectivity 
and in-camera USB battery 
charging. Meanwhile, for those 
looking to buy into mirrorless for 
the fi rst time, the E-M5 III offers a 
combination of compact size, light 
weight, high-end handling and 
rugged build that you’ll struggle to 
fi nd elsewhere.

What we like

● Excellent handling for such
a small camera

● ‘i’ button loads frequently used
settings

● Accepts all Z-mount lenses

What we like

●  Excellent handling
●  Small and lightweight
●  Robust construction

The lightweight, rugged 
E-M5 III is a fantastic 
travel camera 

The Z 50’s sensor is 
similar to that used 
in the Nikon D500
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Testbench   BEST CAMERAS OF 2019 

Nikon Z 6
● £1,499 (body only) ● www.nikon.co.uk

Panasonic Lumix S1
● £2,199 (body only) ● www.panasonic.com/uk

IDENTICAL in terms of 
ergonomics and design to its 
high-resolution cousin the Z 7, 
the Z 6 is Nikon’s fi rst attempt at 
an affordable, general-purpose 
full-frame mirrorless model.

Behind its large-diameter 
Z-mount there’s a 24.5MP 
back-illuminated full-frame 
sensor that provides a sensitivity 
range of ISO 50-204,800. The 
hybrid autofocus system 
combines contrast and phase 
detection across 90% of the 
sensor, and there’s silent shooting 
as well as 4K recording at up to 
30fps using the full width of the 
sensor. Pair the Z 6 with an 
F-mount lens with VR via the FTZ 
adapter and you’ll discover the 
in-body and in-lens image-
stablisation systems work 
together very effectively. We got 
sharp handheld images right 
down to 1/5sec at 70mm. 

Nikon DSLR users 
will be bowled over 
by the viewing 

experience of the large electronic
viewfi nder and how well the 
touchscreen integrates with the 
menu. With its well-sculpted 
handgrip offering one of the best 
handling experiences of any 
full-frame mirrorless camera, the 
Z 6 is also extremely comfortable 
to use over long spells of 
shooting. Things we’re not so fond 
of are its single XQD card slot and 
the 310-shot battery life. The 
good news is that an MB-N10 
battery grip (£179) is on its way. 

The Z 6 is an astonishingly 
impressive camera and 
represents even better value for 
money now than when it was 

launched, having dropped 
to £1,499 (body only) or 
£1,549 with the FTZ 
adapter included.

PANASONIC’S take on full-frame
mirrorless is a large, beefy 
camera based around the Leica L
mount. The 24MP Lumix S1 is, 
like its high-resolution 47.3MP 
sibling the S1R, similar in size 
and weight to a full-frame DSLR,
with a tough, weather-sealed 
body that’s festooned with a vast 
array of external controls. The 
result is arguably the most 
‘professional’ design of any of the 
current generation of mirrorless 
cameras, exemplifi ed by its large, 
comfortable handgrip and 
illuminated rear buttons. 

Notable features include an 
autofocus system that can be set 
to identify and track humans or 
animals. The fi ve-axis in-body 
stabilisation system is impressively 
effective, and works in concert 
with optically stabilised lenses for 
even greater effect. The S1 also 
benefi ts the most practical 
high-resolution multi-shot 
mode we’ve yet seen, 
which delivers artefact-
free 96MP images. 

If there’s one aspect 
where the S1 trounces 
its rivals, it’s in composing 
and viewing images. The 
sensational 5.76m-dot 
OLED viewfi nder is the 
best we’ve seen, with an 
impressively large and 
detailed view including 

comprehensive shooting
information. It’s perfectly 
complemented by the tilting rear 
touchscreen, which can be used 
for waist-level shooting in both 
portrait and landscape formats. 

Image quality is every bit as 
good as its 24MP full-frame 
peers, particularly in raw. Thanks 
to the alliance formed between 
Leica, Panasonic and Sigma, 
users also gain access to a strong 
range of extremely high-quality 
lenses. If you can live with the 
size, weight and cost, the S1 is an 
extremely accomplished camera.

What we like

●  Weather-sealed to Nikon D850 
standards

●  Brilliantly executed design 
●  Compatibility with F-mount lenses 

via FTZ adapter

What we like

●  Superb viewfinder and screen
●  Well-designed control layout
●  Comprehensive feature set

RecommendedGOLD

The Z 6 is a quite brilliant 
full-frame all-rounder

The S1 is extremely 
accomplished and 
handles brilliantly
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Fujifilm GFX100
● £9,999 (body-only) ● www.fujifi lm.eu/uk

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH MPB

Sony Alpha 7R IV
● £3,599 (body only) ● www.sony.co.uk

THERE’S no denying that £3,500
is a huge sum of money to spend,
but the Sony Alpha 7R IV is a 
very special camera indeed. It’s 
the new master of resolution in 
the full-frame market, boasting 
a 61MP sensor that delivers 15 
stops of dynamic range and puts
in an admirable performance in 
low light. The way it rattles out 
a continuous burst at 10fps and 
lets you shoot in APS-C mode 
from a touch of a button is 
especially good for shooting sport, 
action and wildlife – something 
that’s not usually associated with 
high-resolution cameras.

Sony’s Artifi cial Intelligence (AI) 
subject-recognition technology 
has evolved, with face and eye 
detection both available when 
shooting stills or 4K video. Animal 
Eye AF is incredibly responsive 
for shooting wildlife on safari or 
pets at home, and a number of 
improvements to its grip and 
ergonomics have resulted in 
a more assured feel than 
previous generations when 
it’s coupled to large and 
heavy telephoto lenses. 
Its 5.76-million-dot 
UXGA OLED 
electronic viewfi nder, 
improved focus point 
colour and more 
durable port covers are 
worthy of a mention, too. 

Though it’s a sensational
camera, there are areas for 
improvement. We’d like to 
see Sony develop sensible 
compression for raw fi les, and 
bring its touchscreen functionality 
and convoluted menu system up 
to scratch. 

The A7R IV will be overkill for 
amateurs, but it’ll satisfy many 
enthusiasts and professionals in 
equal measure. It crams a huge 
amount into its compact body, 
but ultimately it’s all about the 
phenomenal detail and quality 
of the images it produces.

IF MONEY’S no object and you 
want the very best camera 
available, Fujifi lm’s extraordinary 
GFX100 makes a considerable 
case for itself. Built around a 
102-million-pixel 44x33mm 
medium-format sensor, it offers 
sensational image quality that’s 
only surpassed by much more 
expensive models. But thanks to 
its phase-detection autofocus, 
in-body stabilisation and relatively 
compact design, it’s far more 
practical for taking out into the 
fi eld than any other ultra-high-
resolution camera. 

Image quality is simply 
sensational, with the sensor 
recording outrageous levels of 
detail and phenomenal dynamic 
range, supported by Fujifi lm’s 
range of awesome GF lenses. 
Indeed, the GFX100 
comprehensively outperforms 
any other camera we’ve tested to 
date. When shooting JPEGs, 
users will benefi t 
from the fi rm’s 
unrivalled set of 
attractive Film 
Simulation 
settings. 

Pro-level 
features include 
dual card slots, 
two batteries 
offering 800 
shots stamina, 

plus dust-, water- and freeze-
proof construction. The huge, 
high-resolution electronic 
viewfi nder can be fi tted with 
a hinged adapter for low-angle 
shooting, or removed completely 
for tripod work using the 
three-way tilting touchscreen.

This is a niche camera for sure, 
but for photographers craving the 
maximum possible detail without 
sacrifi cing mobility, it’s an absolute 
revelation, and a landscape 
shooter’s dream. For those 
interested in the advantages of 

medium format but on 
a smaller budget, we’d 

recommend 
taking a look 
at the 50MP 
GFX 50R 
(£3,450). 

What we like

●  Resolves mind-blowing detail
●  Incredibly fast and responsive AF
●  Improved ergonomics and handling

What we like

●  Absolutely superlative image quality, 
both in JPEG and raw

●  Superb viewfinder and screen
●  In-body stabilisation allows practical 

handheld shooting

RecommendedGOLD

Colour and detail 
from the 61MP 
sensor are sublime

The GFX100 records 
staggering levels of detail 
and huge dynamic range
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THIS is the third 35mm prime in
Sony’s FE line-up, following on
from the tiny f/2.8 lens that
appeared alongside the original
Alpha 7 and 7R in 2013, and the
huge, premium f/1.4 offering of
2015. Of the three, it offers the
best balance of size, weight, and
optical quality, while also being 
the most affordable. 

At 73mm in length and 280g 
in weight, the FE 35mm F1.8 is 
much more compact than the 
majority of Sony’s full-frame 
lenses, and a far better match 
physically to the fi rm’s full-frame 
mirrorless bodies. 

It can focus as close as 
22cm, which gives a higher 
maximum magnifi cation of 0.24x 
compared to its f/2.8 and f/1.4 
siblings. A physical AF/MF switch 
is placed on the side of the barrel, 
along with an AF-stop 
button that’s 
programmable 
from the 
camera body. 

Autofocus is 
super-fast, near 
silent and pretty 
much perfectly 
accurate. Optical 
quality is very 
good indeed, 
delivering image 
fi les that are highly 
detailed from 

corner to corner, with minimal 
distortion and low levels of 
colour fringing from chromatic 
aberration. Distant out-of-focus 
backgrounds are rendered with 
a very attractive blur, too. 

Overall, this is a fi ne little lens 
and a great match for Sony’s 
range of compact full-frame 
mirrorless camera bodies. It’s 
small, light and weather sealed, 
yet still provides impressive 
image quality and near-
instantaneous autofocus.

Some might question why you’d 
pay £630 for a lens that’s ‘only’ 

f/1.8, but the reality is 
that you’re getting 

seriously high-end 
performance 
here. It deserves 
to be on many an 
Alpha 7 user’s 
Christmas list.

Testbench   BEST LENSES OF 2019 

Fujifilm XF16mm 
F2.8 R WR
● £349 ● www.fujifi lm.eu/uk

THIS lens is the second 16mm 
prime Fujifi lm has made for its 
X-series cameras, after the 
XF16mm F1.4 R WR. As we’ve 
seen before with the 23mm f/2 
and 35mm f/2 lenses, it’s an 
affordable alternative to the 
fi rm’s larger and faster primes.

Equivalent to 24mm in 35mm 
terms, its petite size sees it pair 
up very nicely with the smallest 
models in the X-series such 
as the X-T100 and X-T30. It 
looks great coupled to Fujifi lm’s 
premium X-series models such 
as the X-T3 or X-Pro 3, too, and 
backs up its good aesthetics with 
an excellent feel to the aperture 
and focus rings. Added to this, it 
has a robust metal exterior and 
the WR abbreviation in its name 
indicates it’s weather resistant.

During our testing we observed 
that it goes about its business 
of focusing a little 
more quietly 
than Fujifi lm’s 
XF16mm F1.4 R 
WR and is also 
less prone to 
hunting. As you 
might expect, 
the larger and 
more expensive 
XF16mm F1.4 R 
WR is optically 

superior in terms of sharpness.
However, we’re looking at a lens 
that delivers respectable image 
quality, with the best edge-to-
edge performance located 
between f/4 and f/5.6. 

Fujifi lm users who’d like to keep 
their set-up as light and compact 
as possible when travelling or 
heading out with a camera and 
single lens will fall in love with this 
prime very quickly. It represents 
good value, too. Add this lens and 
the excellent XF50mm F2 R WR 

to your kit, and you’ll end up 
spending less than if 

you were to buy 
the XF16mm 
F1.4 R WR on 
its own.

What we like

●  Good saving to be made over the 
XF16mm F1.4 R WR

●  17cm minimum focus distance 
●  Lovely feel to both the aperture 

and focus rings 

What we like

●  Compact and lightweight
●  Excellent optics
●  Splash-proof construction

Sony FE 35mm F1.8
● £629 ● www.sony.co.uk

Recommended Recommended

The lens offers a good 
trade-off between size 

and optical quality

This small, light lens 
delivers excellent  

image quality
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Zeiss Batis 40mm F2 CF
● £1,149 ● www.zeiss.co.uk

Sigma 56mm F1.4 
DC DN Contemporary
● £359 ● www.sigma-imaging-uk.comTHERE’S no getting away from 

the fact that the Zeiss’s latest 
autofocus prime in its Batis 
line-up for Sony full-frame 
mirrorless cameras is both bulky,
and extremely expensive for an 
f/2 lens. Some photographers 
may also be put off by the 
unusual focal length, which is far 
less common than either of its 
35mm or 50mm neighbours. 
But to dismiss the Zeiss Batis 
40mm F2 CF on any of these 
grounds would be a huge 
mistake, because it’s a truly 
wonderful standard lens that’s 
a fantastic match for Sony Alpha 
7-series cameras. 

So what makes this lens so 
special? First and foremost, the 
image quality it delivers is about 
as close to fl awless as you could 
hope, with superb detail rendition 
and minimal aberrations. Its 
close-up shooting ability, with 
a 24cm minimum-focus 
distance that gives 
one-third life-size 
magnifi cation, 
is really handy, 
too. On top of 
this, the build 
quality is 
superb, with a 
sturdy weather-
sealed metal 
barrel. Autofocus 
is quick, silent and 

accurate, while the small OLED 
panel that displays distance and 
depth-of-fi eld information is a 
bonus for manual-focus shooting. 

But what about that unfamiliar 
focal length? As it happens, 
there’s a hard core of 
photographers who’ll swear that 
this represents the ideal standard 
lens on full-frame, bringing an 
extremely natural perspective to 
your images. For those who love 
shooting with 40mm lenses and 
the look of the images they 
produce, this is an absolutely 
stunning example of the type.

THIS delightful little prime is a 
top choice for mirrorless users 
looking for a fast short-telephoto
lens. With the E-mount version 
being equivalent to 84mm and 
the Micro Four Thirds version 
offering 112mm coverage, it’s 
well matched to applications such
as portraiture, reportage and 
travel photography. 

It’s the smallest of Sigma’s 
three DC DN lenses, weighing just 
280g. The optical construction 
consists of 10 elements in six 
groups, with one special low 
dispersion (SLD) glass element 
and two aspherical elements used 
to curtail optical aberrations. 

In keeping with Sigma’s 
Contemporary ethos, it delivers 
a high performance at a sensible 
price while feeling reassuringly 
solid and well constructed in the 
hand. The super-smooth focus 
ring allows you to 
make precise 
manual-focus 
adjustments, but 
with no AF/MF 
switch, you need 
to select the 
focus mode via 
the camera.   

The aesthetic 
out-of-focus 
specular highlights 

at wide apertures is particularly 
pleasing, with nicely rendered 
circular highlights in the centre 
of the frame. Cat’s-eye bokeh is 
observed towards the edge at 
f/1.4, but this is less pronounced 
when you stop down. Centre 
sharpness is good at f/1.4, but 
stopping down to f/2 and f/4 
yields crisper results. 

The nature of its size means 
that it doesn’t dwarf small 
mirrorless cameras, and those 
who are after a fast prime that’s 
neither too heavy or too 
cumbersome will enjoy the 
handling and overall experience 

of using it. For the 
price and size of 

the lens, you can’t 
argue with its 
image quality. 

What we like

●  Supreme optics
●  Handy close-focus feature
●  Weather-sealed construction

What we like

●  Small and light 
●  Solid-feeling build 
●  Very pleasing bokeh

GOLD Recommended

A super-shallow depth 
is easily achieved wide 
open at f/1.4

The 40mm view provides a very 
natural-looking perspective
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THIS wideangle zoom for Sony
mirrorless cameras maintains
much the same design philosophy
as Tamron’s highly regarded
28-75mm F/2.8 Di III RXD, being
a large-aperture zoom that
achieves a compact size by
employing a relatively modest
focal-length range. This approach 
makes sense, as most users will 
surely pair it with a 24mm or 
28mm standard zoom.

In fact the 17-28mm is surely 
the smallest and lightest f/2.8 
full-frame wide zoom on the 
market, weighing in at just 420g. 
It also uses relatively small 67mm 
fi lters, the same size as the 
28-75mm f/2.8. As befi ts a lens 
that’s ideal for landscape work, 
the barrel features moisture-
resistant construction for 
shooting outdoors in 
challenging 
conditions, with 
fl uorine coating 
on the front 
element to repel 
raindrops and 
fi ngerprints alike. 

Most importantly, 
Tamron has 
succeeded in 
delivering the optical 
characteristics that are 
most valuable for this 

kind of lens, with high resolution 
right across the frame even at 
f/2.8, low distortion, and strong 
resistance to fl are. In addition, the 
RXD autofocus drive is super fast 
and essentially silent in operation, 
and works well for both stills and 
video. The net result is a lens that 
delivers excellent images with the 
minimum of fuss. 

Indeed, the Tamron 17-28mm 
f/2.8 is now arguably the standout 
choice for Alpha 7 users who are 
looking for a small, lightweight 

wideangle zoom. It’s an 
extremely likeable 

lens, and landscape 
photographers in 
particular should 
appreciate its fi nely 
judged combination 
of strengths.

Olympus M.Zuiko ED 
12-200mm F3.5-6.3
● £799 ● www.olympus.co.uk

SERIOUS photographers tend to
be suspicious of all-in-one lenses,
on the grounds that the larger the
zoom ratio, the lower the optical 
quality must be. On that basis, it 
would be easy to overlook this 
24-400mm equivalent, 16.6x 
superzoom. But Olympus 
has already shown, with its 
exceptional 12-100mm F4 IS 
Pro, that it knows how to make 
this kind of lens, and in practice, 
the 12-200mm performs much 
better than expected.

Indeed for some photographers 
this might be the perfect lens for 
travelling light. Its massive range 
is complemented by impressively 
short close focus, with a 0.46x 
equivalent magnifi cation at full 
zoom. The lightweight plastic 
barrel benefi ts from dust- and 
splash-proof construction, 
making it a great companion to 
E-M5-series cameras for 
shooting outdoors in 
less-than-perfect 
weather. This 
really is a lens 
that can 
tackle almost 
every subject.

In terms of 
optical quality, 
this isn’t the 
best choice for 

pixel-peepers. Like most
superzooms, it’s pretty good at its 
wider settings, but gets less sharp 
as you zoom in, and is plain soft 
at telephoto. So it’s not the best 
choice if you’re looking for crisp 
detail corner to corner when 
viewing your images up-close 
onscreen. However, thanks to 
integrated software corrections, 
images are free of the unsightly 
distortion and colour fringing 
that are usually associated with 
superzooms. For those who value 
the creative potential of having 

a huge range of 
focal lengths in 

a single lens, 
it’s a really 
interesting 
option.

What we like

●  Massive zoom range gives huge 
compositional flexibility

●  Good for close-ups
●  Weather-sealed construction

What we like

●  Bright maximum aperture
●  Excellent optical quality
●  Compact size and light weight

Tamron 17-28mm 
F/2.8 Di III RXD
● £899 ● www.tamron.eu/uk

GOLDRecommended

The 12-200mm is 
sharpest at wider 
angle settings

This large-aperture 
wide zoom is great 

for low-light 
interiors
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Nikon Z 24-70mm f/2.8 S
● £1,819 ● www.nikon.co.uk

AFTER releasing a couple of f/4
zooms and f/1.8 primes, it’s good
to see the first professional f/2.8
lenses starting to arrive for
Nikon’s full-frame Z system.
Whereas the Z 24-70mm f/4 S is
quite compact, with its retracting
zoom mechanism, this lens is
significantly larger. But it’s still
265g lighter and 28.5mm
shorter in length than Nikon’s 
AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8 E ED VR.  

As well as introducing a new 
multi-layer ARNEO coating to 
maximise contrast and sharpness 
when light sources are visible in 
the frame, it includes a ring to 
take control of exposure 
compensation or aperture. The 
illuminated panel can be set to 
display focal length, aperture or 
focus distance information, while 
the build and fi nish is deserving of 
the serious enthusiast and 
professional users it’s 
designed for. 

Like other camera 
manufacturers, Nikon 
has taken the direction 
of embedding 
lens-correction profi les 
into raw fi les, which are 
applied automatically by 
the processing software 
to eliminate colour 
fringing and distortion. 
The gorgeous blur the 
lens creates behind 

subjects at wide apertures is
nothing short of sublime, and if 
you insist on the best possible 
sharpness at the longer end of 
the zoom, it’s advisable to stop 
down to at least f/4. 

This is a lens that produces 
outstanding sharpness and 
contrast, is built to withstand the 
demands of professional use, and 
balances beautifully on Nikon’s 
full-frame Z-series bodies. 
Advanced features such as the 
control ring, L-Fn button and 

information panel are 
the icing on the 
cake. Yes, it’s 
expensive, but 
it’s also the best 
Z-mount zoom lens 
we’ve tested so far.

What we like

● Lighter than Canon and Sony
equivalents

● Presents both a focus ring and
a control ring

● Features a customisable function
button (L-Fn)

GOLD

NOT ONLY is this the first
600mm zoom made by a major
camera company, it’s also the
first to feature an internal-zoom
design. Just a quarter turn of the
zoom ring is needed to progress
from 200mm to 600mm, and
it’s difficult to overstate just how
much of an advantage this 
becomes when you need to 
change focal length quickly. 

In essence, the FE 200-
600mm F5.6-6.3 G OSS is 
an ultra-telephoto zoom that’s 
designed for use with Sony’s 
full-frame mirrorless cameras. Its 
maximum aperture may look 
slow, but in practice there’s no 
penalty in terms of viewfi nder 
brightness or autofocus speed 
under most shooting conditions. 
The lens can also be used with 
APS-C format cameras, on which 
it will provide a 300-900mm-
equivalent range.

While this is a sizeable lens, 
measuring 31.8cm in length and 

11.8cm in diameter, at 2,115g
it’s not as heavy as you might 
expect, thanks to a liberal use of 
magnesium alloy in the barrel 
construction. As befi ts a lens that 
will overwhelmingly be used 
outdoors, it includes an array of 
seals protecting against water and 
dust from entering the lens. It also 
comes complete with a smoothly 
rotating tripod collar.

We haven’t reviewed the lens 
fully yet, but in our initial shooting 
we found it to focus quickly and 
accurately, and deliver sharp 
images wide open across the full 
zoom range. It’s a unique optic 
that’s sure to be very popular with 
Sony users for subjects such as 
sports, wildlife, and airshows.

What we like

●  Internal zoom mechanism
●  Light enough to handhold
●  Rapid autofocus

Sony FE 200-600mm 
F5.6-6.3 G OSS
● £1,799 ● www.sony.co.uk

The long zoom range is 
ideal for wildlife 

photography

A new ARNEO coating helps 
maximise sharpness when 
shooting towards the light
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Testbench   IN PARTNERSHIP WITH MPB

Sigma 60-600mm F4.5-
6.3 DG OS HSM Sports
● £1,699 ● www.sigma-imaging-uk.com

SIGMA has some exceedingly
good telephoto zooms across its
Contemporary and Sports ranges,
and one that we were left mightily
impressed by earlier this year
when we put it through its paces
was the 60-600mm F4.5-6.3 
DG OS HSM.

As with the older Sigma
50-500mm F4.5-6.3 DG OS
HSM – a lens that picked up the
nickname Bigma over the years
for its heavy and thickset body
– this 10x optical zoom has an
advantage over 150-600mm
zooms in that it has a shorter
minimum focal length. By
merging the focal lengths of
a 70-200mm lens and 150-
600mm lens into one, it saves
you having to swap lenses and
lug around two heavy zooms.

There’s a lot to like. The zoom
lock can be used at any of the
marked focal lengths on the
barrel and a sharp twist unlocks
it instantly. Its weather-sealed
construction is also crucial for
those who spend a majority of
their time shooting outdoors and
it can be turned into an even
longer zoom by coupling one of
Sigma’s teleconverters between 
camera body and lens. 

It does suffer from barrel
distortion at 60mm. However,
sharpness wide open at f/4.5
is excellent, both at the centre
and the edge. At full telephoto,
users can expect to see an
improvement in sharpness by
stopping down from f/6.3 to f/8
and f/11. Vignetting at wide
apertures is obvious, but is easy 
enough to correct in post.

This is a lens that hits the
sweet spot between the old
Sigma 50-500mm F4.5-6.3
DG OS HSM not being long
enough and the company’s
150-600mm zooms not being 
wide enough.
If it’s too
much to buy
outright, it can
be hired from
£53 for a
weekend.

What we like

● Zoom can be operated using the
push/pull method

● Tripod collar notches into place
every 90 degrees

● Impressive centre sharpness wide 
open at 600mm

GOLD

Sigma 70-200mm
F2.8 DG OS HSM Sports
● £1,199 ● www.sigma-imaging-uk.com

SUCCESSOR to Sigma’s APO
70-200mm F2.8 EX DG OS
HSM, this multipurpose zoom is
aimed at keen enthusiasts and
working pros who want a lens
that’s well matched to a wide
range of subjects and situations,
from touchline sports and
telephoto landscapes to candid
portraits at weddings or events.

It presents a big saving over
big-brand alternatives, but
importantly doesn’t make any
compromises in terms of its build
or optical quality. It has more of a
premium, pro-spec feel to it than
Tamron’s SP 70-200mm F/2.8
Di VC USD G2, although it is fairly
heavy and weighs 300g more
than its closest third-party rival.

Outdoor photographers will
love that it’s now weather sealed
for when wet weather turns
against them, and the three AF
function buttons around the
barrel can be used to acquire and
hold autofocus direct from your
left hand that’s supporting it.
Sigma’s hypersonic motor (HSM)
keeps focus operation fast and
quiet, and its optical image
stabilisation, which is effective to
four stops, does a great job of 
eliminating hand shake.

It’s a lens that produces
sensational sharpness and
attractive results. One of its key
strengths is the way it controls
chromatic aberrations, and by
shooting wide open at f/2.8 you’ll
be rewarded with a wonderful
shallow depth to images that
really makes your subjects pop
from their surroundings. Its sweet
spot of sharpness is found at f/5.6 
and vignetting is fairly mild as
opposed to severe.

There are lighter 70-200mm
f/2.8 lenses out there, but if you
can put up with carrying a bit
more weight over your shoulder, 
you’ll get a
super-solid
and robust
performer,
which is great 
value, in
return.

What we like

● Rubberised manual-focus and 
zoom rings

● Compatible with Sigma
teleconverters

● Provides two optical-stabilisation 
modes

GOLD

This lens excels for
shooting sport, action
and wildlife subjects

Subjects pop from their
surroundings at f/2.8
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Attend The Societies 2020 London

Photographic Trade Show for FrEE*

All the latest photographic equipment, products and

services will be on show, and attendees will be able to

watch demonstrations from leading manufacturers 

on their products. 

All the major players in the industry will be

exhibiting, so it’s a good opportunity to meet the key

personnel behind the latest photography equipment.
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• 4 days of Masterclasses
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• 20x16” Print Comp Judging
• Presentation Evening

“As an amateur, it is good

to be able to see work and

facilities at the professional

level. It’s great for

developing my own ideas

and aspirations.”

– Brian Cable

thesocieties.net/convention/
*Pre-register before 5 January 2020 for FREE and avoid £10 entry fee to Trade Show.

Open to all from aspiring to pro...

Put the dates in your diary now

Masterclasses
Don’t miss out on the chance to start off
the year with inspiration from some of the 

world’s best photographers.

Masterclass Tickets:
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All prices shown are members discount rates inclusive of booking fee & VAT.
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200 hours of Masterclasses have been
confirmed from over 50 speakers!
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Reader Portfolio
Spotlight on readers’ excellent images and how they captured them

Scafell
2 ‘My dad and I were 
shooting on the other 
side of Wastwater 
from Scafell, when 
he looked over his 
shoulder and saw the 
light hitting Scafell. 
It was a largely dull 
evening, but the 
vibrance of the direct 
light on the Scafell 
peak really stood out.’
Canon EOS 80D, 
70-200mm, 1/10sec 
at f/8, ISO 100

Parkhouse Rays
1 ‘At the end of my 
sunrise shoot at 
Parkhouse Hill, Peak 
District, I wanted to 
capture the mood of 
the scene, especially 
the shafts of sunlight 
through the mist and 
cloud, but I had to 
battle the wind and 
changing light levels 
to expose correctly.’
Canon EOS 80D, 
17-55mm, 1/400sec 
at f/11, ISO 100

Tiny Tree on 
Wastwater
3 ‘The low cloud and 
low wind on this early 
morning meant the 
water was perfectly 
still. A long exposure 
helped to contrast 
the movement in the 
sky with the lake’s 
stillness, and the 
small tree gave it a 
foreground aspect.’
Canon EOS 80D, 
11-16mm, 75sec 
at f/8, ISO 100

Kieran Metcalfe, Cheshire
Kieran’s love for photography 
was kindled in 2012, when 
he was handed a Canon 
EOS 500D and told to take 
photos as part of his duties 

at a conference in Scarborough. His 
favourite genres are landscape and 
nature, and he says, ‘Sitting on a hillside 
watching the sun rise or set is a great 
way to regain wider perspective on 
things – and also allows me to be 
creative for myself, rather than simply 
for a client’s brief.’ He is also fascinated 
with science and the natural world. See 
kieranmetcalfephotography.co.uk.

1 3

2
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Submit your images
Please see the ‘Send us your
pictures’ section on page 3 for details
or visit www.amateurphotographer.
co.uk/portfolio

The Reader Portfolio winner chosen every week will receive a 
copy of Skylum Luminar 3, worth £65. See www.skylum.com 
Luminar is a fully featured photo editor for Mac and PC designed for photographers of all skill levels, blending pro-level tools 
with remarkable ease of use and an enjoyable experience. A new Library feature lets you organise, find and rate images easily, 
while over 100 editing features, plus a suite of fast AI-powered technologies under the hood, will make any image stand out.

Perch Rock 
Islands
5 ‘I was on an outing 
in New Brighton with 
some camera club 
friends. The smooth 
water helped the 
rocks to stand out, as 
it was quite a complex 
arrangement. The late 
afternoon sun caught 
the wet rocks too and 
added some depth.’
Canon EOS 80D, 
17-55mm, 13sec 
at f/11, ISO 100

Autumn Fall
4 ‘I spotted this 
scene at Padley 
Gorge, Peak District. I 
wanted the colour and 
stillness of the tree 
with the softer water. 
But my ND filter was 
the wrong strength! 
So, I blended in a 
little faster exposure 
to put some texture 
back into the water.’
Canon EOS 80D, 
11-16mm, 0.4sec 
at f/10, ISO 100

4

5
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Technique   

Even woodland scenes shot on a 
drizzly day can make nice prints. 
Lizzie Shepherd is your guide

T
his is a favourite 
image and was 
the result of a 
chance encounter. 

It was a wonderfully dank, 
mizzly kind of day and, as 
I wandered in the woods 
near Hodge Close Quarry 
[in Cumbria], this beautiful 
and somewhat broken 
old birch tree jumped out 

Behind the

print

3
HSL sliders desaturated  
the green in the bracken 

and trees. The greens went 
down by -13, the blues by -2.

4       Using an adjustment layer in 
 Photoshop, I desaturated the 

greens further. I used the brush 
tool to apply just to the bracken.

2
I set clarity to -30. I often 
use this for woodland 

images, particularly detailed 
ones, viewing at 100%.

1
I lifted the shadows (+62) 
and pulled back the 

highlights (-20) to reveal the 
gentle tones and textures. 

Lizzie Shepherd
Lizzie is a full-time 
photographer, 
specialising in 
landscape, nature and 
travel. She runs a 
number of small group 
workshops in the UK 

and Europe and writes and speaks on 
photography. See www.lizzieshepherd.com 
and the Joe Cornish Gallery in Yorkshire. 

LIZZIE’S LIGHTROOM MASTERCLASS

1 Cream of the crop
When composing the image, I had thoughts of 
a 5:4 crop – although I’m unable to set this in 
camera. In the end, I opted for a slightly wider 
4:3 ratio, finding the inclusion of the left-hand 
tree trunk provided a better framework and 
overall balance. 

2 Split toning secrets
The white balance was on the cool side for this 
image. Rather than use the temperature and 
tint sliders to add warmth, I opted to use split 
toning, allowing me to add more warmth to the 
highlights than to the shadows, with both hue 
and saturation set independently.

3 Adding global contrast
I used the Tone Curve to add just a little more 
global contrast. I find this an intuitive way to 
work, allowing me to make gentle, incremental 
adjustments; I move between this and the Basic 
panel to fine-tune my settings, going by instinct 
but also keeping an eye on the histogram.
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Top tips for 
printing
Editing is one thing but how 

do you get the best-possible 

prints from this image?

1
Monitor brightness
Although calibration devices are 

highly sophisticated,, I fi nd they tend 
towards encouraging a brighter monitor 
setting than is ideal. You may fi nd you 
want to turn down your display a little 
further to ensure your prints do not turn 
out too dark.

2
Sharpening
I apply some sharpening to the raw 

fi le at input stage (tailored to suit 
specifi c cameras/lenses) and only apply 
output sharpening (with Nik Sharpener 
Pro) once I have sized an image for 
print – I do not always apply sharpening 
to the whole image.

3
Print size
Assuming the fi le resolution is 

suffi cient, a good image will look good 
printed at any size. It’s really important 
to consider how you wish people to 
interact with the print/s. Will they go in a 
book or hang on a wall?.

4
Live with it
Make a small print and see how 

your impressions change over the 
coming days. You’ll soon know if you 
need to make any changes.

5
Presentation
When producing a series of prints 

for display, try to include images that 
work well as a body of work, or at least 
sit happily together when hung on a 
single wall. This applies to the style of 
the image, and how it is framed.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

‘The muted colours and contrasts
created by the weather would work 
perfectly with our Original Photo Print 
Under Matte Acrylic Glass. To
underline the natural look, I would 
recommend a walnut-coloured
Floater Frame, WhiteWall’s 15mm 
Basel model in particular. Adding an 

additional white border gives this picture an extra classy 
look. This can be done during the ordering process in our 
configurator. Finally, the image should be at least 40 x 
60cm since it is very detailed. Someone looking for a
room-defining masterpiece could even go up to 180 x 
122cm. Our glossy acrylic glass is another option that 
would let you carve out the contrasts even better. This 
surface supports the glossy effect of the damp leaves.’ 
Jan-Ole Schmidt, Product Manager, WhiteWall.com

WhiteWall recommends

4 Curves, layers, brushes...
I then used a mild S-curve on a curves 
adjustment layer in Photoshop to add slight 
contrast selectively to parts of the image, using 
a soft, large brush at 10% opacity. This has 
given emphasis to the birch leaves, enhancing 
their jewel-like sparkle and golden tones.

at me and cried out to 
be photographed. When 
shooting woodland, I 
particularly enjoy soft light, 
so I can make the most of 
all the wonderfully complex 
little details you notice if you 
are aware. If it’s a little damp 
too, all the better. I tend not 
to use a polarising fi lter as 
I like the resulting specular 

highlights on the wet leaves 
– they give an ethereal glow 
to the image.

It’s a picture that’s all 
about texture, patterns and 
colour, with a lyrical fl ow 
that I hope helps the viewer 
navigate what is a relatively 
complex composition. I enjoy 
a more complex print on my 
wall – something I can keep 

coming back to, that will 
hold my gaze and let my eyes 
and mind wander for a 
while. When processing a 
more intimate landscape, 
such as this, I tend to allow 
myself a little more ‘artistic’ 
licence, hoping to bring out 
all that seemed so special 
when I fi rst set eyes on the 
scene before me. 
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Look friendly, rather 
than shifty, and stay 
discreet when doing 
street portraits

Technique  STREET PHOTOS & THE LAW

Street photograph

LAW OF THE STREET

How public is public?
Some places that appear to be public, such as 
shopping malls, libraries, and sports centres, 
are actually private, so don’t be surprised if you 
are approached and asked what you’re doing.

Stay polite 
If you are questioned by a security guard, 
police officer, or member of the public, remain 
polite. You might be within your rights to shoot 
there, but it’s not worth picking a fight over.

Don’t cause obstructions
Don’t obstruct public thoroughfares, and  
be mindful of where you put down your 
equipment. A tripod or bag can easily block  
a pavement and get you into hot water.
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T
o cut to the chase, there are no laws 
to say we can’t take pictures in public 
places – so basically we are free to 
shoot where and what we want. 

There was a time when a lot of people, the 
police included, believed that somehow taking 
pictures in towns and cities was illegal, and 
AP was inundated with letters and calls from 
readers who had been stopped in the street 
by members of the public and police officers. 
Fortunately, after a long campaign by AP 
and other photographic movements, all that 
has changed and the police now have a much 
better understanding of everyone’s right to 
take pictures where they like. 

Public and private spaces
It’s essential, of course, that there are no laws 
restricting our ability to take pictures in public 
places as we need a free press and personal 
rights to record the world as it is. And artists 
and commentators need to be able to express 
themselves through photography just as they 
do through words, art and music.

Although we are free to take pictures where 
we like, rules are different for private and 
public property, so it pays to appreciate where 
you are. In towns and cities there are many 
places that appear to be public, and which the 
public appears to have free access to, but which 
are in fact private property. Shopping centres 

are an obvious example, but often ‘public’ 
squares in shopping areas, and even a good 
stretch of the bank of the river Thames, are 
actually private property. However, even on 
private premises we are free to take pictures, 
but you can expect to be approached and  
asked what you are doing. The owner, or  
a representative of that owner – such as a 
security guard – has the right to ask us to stop. 
You can argue with them, but it will get you 
nothing other than fired up. If approached, it’s 
much better to be friendly and open about 
what you are doing, and to even show some  
of the pictures you have taken to demonstrate 
you are doing nothing suspicious. Security 
guards almost never change their mind once 
they’ve asked you to stop, but they might 
suggest somewhere else you might go. If they 
have only asked what you are doing they 
might allow you to carry on. You are on 

Damien Demolder
Damien Demolder is a street 
photographer, journalist and 
former editor of AP. He runs 
photography workshops and 
offers one-to-one tuition on 
a wide range of subject 
matter. Visit www.

damiendemolder.com.

ALL PICTURES ©
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From a legal perspective, taking pictures in the street
isn’t as complicated as most photographers assume. 
Damien Demolder shares his tips and experience

phy and the law

But what about the kids?
Display common sense when photographing 
children – be open, confident and friendly. If 
the parents are nearby, ask permission and 
offer to send them a copy of the picture.

Model releases
If you plan to use your pictures for editorial or 
personal use you don’t need a model release. 
However, anything sold for commercial 
purposes needs the right permission.

Be more Cartier-Bresson
Try to blend in – using a small camera and 
dressing discreetly will enable you to observe 
and record street scenes without attracting too 
much attention.



their property – just be polite so that
you can both enjoy your day.

There are barely any public places in
which you are not allowed to take pictures,
and usually these places display signs
making that point. It makes little sense
to disobey the rules as there are so many
alternatives. If you aim your camera at
a military base or at the MI6 building in
London, expect to be questioned by armed
service personnel!

Just because you are in a public place
doesn’t mean you will be free to shoot how
you want. If you are blocking a pavement
or standing in the road you might be asked
to move on, so be conscious that you are
sharing that space with the public. It also
doesn’t pay to upset the people that you
are photographing by getting in their face,
so do your best to avoid it. There’s no law
against being a bit annoying, but it will be
inconvenient if you are missing the good
light while explaining to an urgently
summoned Bobby what you are doing and
why that person is so upset with you. Try
not to be annoying and don’t block the
pavement, and you will have a nice day.

Can I be forced to delete shots?
No one can force you to delete an image.
You own all those you’ve taken. However,
if asked by an offended member of the
public it is only polite to apologise for
upsetting them, to explain that you meant
no offence, and to delete said picture –
unless they are being unreasonable or
you fancy a scrap. A policeman can’t force
you to delete an image either. If you are
in your rights to have taken it in the first
place there are no grounds to delete it.
If in taking it you have committed an
offence that picture is evidence of that
offence and you shouldn’t go around
destroying evidence – and neither can
policemen. As always though, weigh up 

Technique STREET PHOTOS & THE LAW

the pros and cons of the deletion and then
make your decision.

Photographing minors
There is no law about shooting children
in the street either, but again we should
employ common sense and sensitivity in
this area. If the parents are close by, smile
and be friendly and indicate that the child
looks cool/funny/cheeky and say ‘Is it okay
to take a picture?’ while waving your
camera in a friendly/open/non-suspicious
sort of way. Usually, if you have been
smiley and look positive they will laugh
with you and say ‘yes’. If they say ‘no’, you
say ‘okay, no worries’ and walk on. Parents
like people telling them that their children
have positive attributes, but they will also
judge you by the way you look – so be 

presentable and be positive yourself.
I always offer an email address too, so
they can trace me and so I can send them 
a copy of the picture. Being open and
confident, and appearing open and
confident, in these situations pays off.
If you feel suspect, you will look suspect 
and people will suspect you.

How you use the pictures
Taking pictures shouldn’t get you into
trouble, but if you sell a picture to an
advertising agency, and the picture
features someone clearly identifiable, and
then the agency uses it to promote
something, the people in that picture will
automatically be associated with that
product or service. The same is true if that
picture is used alongside an article about
something unsavoury. Then you should
expect to get into trouble. If you only
intend to use your pictures in exhibitions,
books about photography or the place in
which you shot them, or to show at the
camera club – or in an article about street
photography – you will be quite within
your rights. We see pictures in newspaper
and magazine articles every day in which
the subjects have not been asked for
permission or signed a model release form. 
For editorial use it isn’t necessary.

Try not to worry
This article is not presented as legal advice
and always ask a solicitor if you have
questions or issues. It’s about settling your
mind before you go out. I am very rarely
stopped as most people don’t notice that
I’m there – they have more important
things to be thinking about. Use a small
camera, don’t be annoying, look friendly 
and learn how to blend in, and you’ll 
be able to shoot all day.

More discreet cameras with adjustable rear screens make it easy to capture interesting angles

Done sensibly and
tactfully, street
photography can be
a very creative and
rewarding genre
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I 
inherited my love of the sea and ships 
from my father at an early age, and in 
1953 he took me and the rest of the 
family to witness the great Coronation 

Naval Review at Spithead from the decks of the 
cross-channel steamer Maid of Orleans. A truly 
staggering array of ships of all sorts, the like of 
which we shall probably never see again.

My enthusiasm was nourished by spending 
my teenage years in the beautiful Cornish port 
of Fowey, where a constant stream of vessels 
coming in to load china clay fed a burgeoning 
interest in photography. I also witnessed a new 
ship doing her speed trials on the Polperro 
measured mile, and the new P&O Canberra 
passing by on her delivery cruise from Belfast. 

My school was equipped with a rudimentary 
darkroom and I well remember the excitement 
of seeing an image appearing as if by magic on 
a sheet of paper, something that remained with 
me until decades later, when I went digital.

Going to sea
After fi ve years as a marine insurance broker at 
Lloyd’s of London, I decided that City life was 
not for me and took passage to Australia in a 
Norwegian cargo ship. The two-month voyage 
to Sydney fanned my interest in ships to a 
passion, and my 18-month stay in that fair city 
included a short spell working on the famous 
Harbour Bridge. The return voyage on the liner 
Oronsay via Manila, Hong Kong, Singapore, 
Bombay (now Mumbai), Aden and Naples was 
equally exciting, including the transfer of a 
stowaway to a P&O cargo ship in mid-ocean.

Since then, I’ve worked with several maritime 
organisations and charities, and have been 
fortunate enough to have travelled widely on 
many different types of ship from cruise ships 
to tugs, aircraft carriers to submarines and 
container ships to tall ships, each providing its 
own challenges. I’m just as happy photographing 
a storm as I am walking on a peaceful beach. 
For me the joy of the sea lies in the fact that it’s 
never still and the light on it is forever changing.

I would never describe myself as a technical 
photographer. I graduated from a Box Brownie 
to a folding-bellows type Ensign which took a 
useful 2∞∕¬x 3∞∕¬in negative and had a wonderful 
Ross Express lens. Then came a succession of 

35mm models ranging from an Adox to a 
Miranda, then several different Pentax and 
Nikon models, accompanied by a battery of 
lenses from 24mm to 500mm. 

One of my favourites was a 450mm f/8 
Soligor ‘long tom’ which I originally hired 
from a shop called Sinclairs near Trafalgar 
Square for a trip to sea with the Navy in the 
Western Approaches. On returning it, I asked 
how much it would cost to buy, and was 
amazed to be told it was only £25 – still quite 
a lot at the time for an impoverished young 
man – but I nevertheless bought it on the spot. 
It has served me well, being very light, and the 
f/8 aperture was not a great drawback as there 
is usually plenty of light at sea.

On occasion, I hired larger-format cameras 
for specifi c purposes, but soon discovered that 
Hasselblads and Mamiyas were generally too 
cumbersome to use at sea, especially when 
jumping in and out of small boats. 

I partially switched to digital early this century 
when presented with an Olympus as a leaving 
present, but sadly that now lies at the bottom 
of the sea after it fell overboard. Today, I mainly 
use a Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ48 that has 
an excellent Leica lens, a big zoom and is, 
above all, light. Gone are the days of suffering 
from a sore neck and shoulders after humping 
around a couple of Nikons and a bag of lenses 
all day. I have yet to try the Nikon D7500 at 
sea that I was lucky enough to win in the 
Parliamentary Photographic Competition 
last summer, but it shows plenty of promise.

Top tips for marine photography
● It’s impossible to keep your camera dry. I 
have found that it is best to keep it under your 
coat until the last moment. The lens will pick up 
some salt spray and I have found it best to lick 
off the salt before wiping it dry with a soft cloth.
● Try to keep the horizon level; not an easy 
task when your vessel is rocking wildly.
● Rough seas can often appear fl attened when 
shot from a high angle. If possible, shoot from 
a low angle for greater impact.
● Ships rise and fall at sea, even in quite calm 
conditions, and the bow wave will do likewise, 
so wait until the latter is at its maximum 
to give a greater impression of speed.

Shooting the 
high seas
Ambrose Greenway shares his lifelong love of 

ships and his passion for  maritime photography

Canberra returns from 
the Falklands, July 1982

Sunset off the Hook of 
Holland, August 2014

RMS Queen Elizabeth 
passing Cowes, Isle of 
Wight, July 1966



Ambrose 
Greenway
Ambrose Greenway has been an 
independent member of the House 
of Lords since 1975, specialising in 
maritime affairs. He has previously 
chaired the Marine Society, the Sail 
Training Association and the World 
Ship Trust. He is an Elder Brother of 
Trinity House and a vice president  
of the RNLI. 

‘Little and large’ - a sailboat 
dwarfed by the tanker Esso 

Northumbria, June 1973

The Western Fleet steam past off 
Torbay, July 1969

Battling a 
‘Levanter’ in 
the Gibraltar 
Strait, March 
1970

The America’s Cup 150th 
Jubilee Anniversary,  
August 2001
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Testbench ACCESSORIES

The air filter
can be removed

for cleaning

VSGO Imp
● £13.50 ● www.vsgophoto.com

ONE OF the most annoying problems with digital cameras is dust.
Get a speck on your sensor during a shoot, and you can find yourself
laboriously cloning it out of every picture afterwards. While some
cameras have very effective anti-dust measures (take a bow,
Olympus), others seem to be veritable dust magnets. I’ve resorted to
carrying sensor-cleaning kit on every trip I take with my Sony Alpha 7 II, 
with a bulb air blower being a key weapon
in the armoury.

This 10cm-tall blower from VSGO is a
particularly fine example, thanks to a
range of unusual features. First, it filters 
the air as it draws it into the bulb,
meaning you don’t just end up
blowing dust into your camera, and
the air filter can be easily removed 
for cleaning, too. Secondly, it
employs a soft silicone tip,
rather than hard plastic or
metal, so there’s no risk of
damaging your sensor.
Thirdly, a weighted base
means that it always
stands upright,
Weeble-style, which
also helps keep the
tip clean. Together,
these make for a
particularly well
thought-out design
that works really
well. A larger
‘Hurricane’ version is 
available, too.
Andy Westlake

The VSGO Imp
stands upright

thanks to its
weighted base 
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Platinum Baryta 300, awarded best 

in test in Practical Photography 

“
“

This 100% acid-free, Fine Art paper has a smooth
unglazed gloss surface and natural white base. A state
of the art micro-porous ink receiving layer delivers a high 
D-MAX (2.7) and wide colour gamut. Platinum Baryta
300 reveals delicate highlights and smooth transitions  
to shadows for both colour and B&W printing.

Search online for: Platinum Baryta

Practical Photography - Issue: November 2019

A Jewel In

Fotospeed’s crown

FotospeedUK
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Tech Talk

ofessor Newman on…

Bob Newman is currently Professor of Computer Science at the University of Wolverhampton. He has been working with the design and development of

high-technology equipment for 35 years and two of his products have won innovation awards. Bob is also a camera nut and a keen amateur photographer

The devil is
n the detail

I
suspect that most
photographers select their
gear in one of two ways.
The first is the ‘traditional’

manner, whereby they go into a
photographic shop, try out different
cameras, and end up selecting
what they like best, often helped by
advice from the sales staff. From
the evidence of shops’ business
reports and even closures, we
might infer that this method is
waning in popularity against the
second, buying online. In this case
the buyer is dependent on two
sources of information, reviews and
specifications. Over time therefore
manufacturers will develop cameras
optimised for ‘reviewability’ and
comparative specification checking,
rather than to be effective cameras.
It might appear that there is no
distinction between these two
things, but I would argue that
there is. For a start, specifications
do not necessarily impact
photographic performance in a 
straightforward manner.

Testing procedures
For example, take image
stabilisation. In specification lists
this is usually presented as a ‘CIPA
rating’. CIPA is the Japanese
Camera and Imaging Products
Association, a trade alliance
representing Japanese camera
manufacturers. There is no
legislative underpinning to this
rating, it is simply a matter of
manufacturers voluntarily agreeing
to state the abilities of their
equipment according to a
consistent method of testing.

The test procedures are well
defined and produce
understandable quantitative
outputs, in terms of stops of
exposure time extension that the
stabilisation yields, and here is the
important part, in the context of
the test procedures themselves.

I am always a little bemused
when a fellow photographer insists
that a CIPA rating of, say, 6.5 stops
is required, whilst 4.5 stops is
unusable. Whilst it is likely that the
6.5 stop system is better, in the
context of the CIPA procedures, it
doesn’t follow that this system will
result in the capture of a host
more photographs than the
lower-rated system. You’re not
photographing according to CIPA
procedures, so, as the saying goes,
your usage may vary. Secondly,
when we have exposure time
extension of this magnitude, the
resultant shutter speed might be
practically impossible anyway –
not every subject will withstand a
ten-second exposure time.

However, given that there is an
agreed rating, and numbers on
specifications are a major driver of
sales, it is natural that
manufacturers will strive to
achieve ever greater numbers
according to these tests.

I was put in mind of this by my
purchase of a new camera. This 

particular model has received
positive reviews, and in terms of its
specifications is somewhat
middling. However, I used the first
selection method above and what
struck me about the camera was
just how usable it is. The controls
are in the right places, the menus
work well and the operating
procedures are thought through.

My knowledge of product
designers tells me that these things
are not accidental – they are the
result of applying the science of
ergonomics, which seeks to quantify
the evaluation of usability, in much
the same way that the CIPA ratings
seek to quantify specifications. The
fact that my new camera fits my
hands well doesn’t mean that it will
fit everyone’s. Designers need to
make it fit well in as large a
proportion of the population as
possible, which involves
experiments using many people.
Such things don’t come cheap,
which is why the specification-list
route to designing cameras is likely
to become ever more dominant.

Manufacturers are now, more than ever, aware of the

power of reviews and specs when designing cameras

In specification lists image stabilisation is usually shown as a CIPA rating

‘The specification-list route to designing
cameras is likely to become more dominant’



PortraitPro 19 is out now! With the most advanced skin-smoothing technology to 

date, naturally beautiful portraits are just a click away.

• NEW! ClearSkin™ 5 Technology

• NEW! Complete background removal

• NEW! Advanced hair recoloring

• NEW! Interactive tutorials

• NEW! Improved picture tools

• IMPROVED! Hair, eye and background detection

More intelligent software means easier and more natural results.

GET YOUR FREE TRIAL: ANTHROPICS.COM/PORTRAITPRO

“Whether you’re a pro workflow user or

new to retouching PortraitPro v19 is

the gold standard.

Cameracraft Nov/Dec 2019

“

Fastest, easiest retouching software, now with ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

NEW V19

EXTRA

10% OFF

BEFORE
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Discount code also valid on all Anthropics upgrades from around £26.



The cost of
the perfect picture.
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What would you do if you were to damage your kit in pursuit of that perfect shot? Could you afford to repair

or replace it? Whether it’s brand new, or second hand, we’ll repair or replace your damaged kit in days** all 

for the price of a cup of coffee.

“Whilst on a shoot I switched to a wide-angle lens and dropped the

other one on some concrete steps. Thankfully, Ripe Photography

Insurance put my mind at ease. I got in touch with them and the

lens was repaired quickly.”

Daniel Cooper - Ripe Policyholder
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today
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Canon Manual
T90 + 35-70mm��������������������������������������������E+ £59
F1 Black Body + WLF�����������������������������������E+ £149
F1 Black Body Only�������������������� Exc - E++ £79 -199
F1 Body + Motordrive MF ����������������������������E+ £189
A1 Black + 50mm F1�8��������������������������������E+ £129
AE1 Black Body Only�������������������������������������Exc £49
AE1 Chrome Body Only �������������������Exc - E+ £49 -59
AE1P Chrome + 50mm F1�8 ��������������������������E+ £99
F-A Body Only - Black����������������������������������E+ £299
17mm F4 FD������������������������������������������������E+ £169
20-35mm F3�5 FD L ��������������������������������� E++ £349
24mm F1�4 FD L�����������������������������������Unused £749
28-85mm F4 FD ��������������������� E++ - Mint- £79 -159
28mm F2�8 FD�����������������������������������������������E+ £39
35-105mm F3�5 FD ���������������������������������Mint- £119
35-70mm F3�5-4�5 FD�����������������������������������E+ £29
35mm F2�8 Tilt/Shift ������������������������������������E+ £349
50mm F1�2 FD L��������������������������������������� E++ £399
70-150mm F4�5 FD ���������������������������������������E+ £39
70-210mm F4 FD ����������������������������������� E+ £29 -39
80-200mm F4 FD L ���������������������������������Mint- £149
85mm F1�2 FD L����������������������������������������Mint £375
135mm F2 FD���������������������������������������Unused £299
135mm F2�5 B/lock �������������������������������������E+ £179
135mm F3�5 B/lock �������������������������������� E+ £19 -35
135mm F3�5 FD����������������������������E+ - E++ £35 -39
200mm F2�8 FD���������������������������������������������E+ £99
200mm F4 FD�������������������������������������E++ £99 -129
500mm F8 Reflex ����������������������������������������E+ £159

Olympus OM
OM4Ti Black Body Only���������������������E++ £289 -299
OM4Ti Titanium Body Only ������15_Day_Approval £79
OM4 Black Body ������������������������ Exc - E++ £59 -179
OM3Ti Body Only �������������� E++ - Mint- £1149 -1249
OM3 Black Body Only ���������������E+ - E++ £399 -489
OM2SP Black + 50mm F1�8 ������������������������E+ £129
OM2SP Body Only - Black�������������Exc - E+ £89 -199
OM2N Chrome + 50mm F1�8������������������ E+ £79 -99
OM2N Chrome + 50mm + T20 flash������������E+ £119
OM2N Chrome Body + T20 Flash�������������������E+ £79
OM2N Chrome Body Only����������������Exc - E+ £59 -99
OM2N Black Body Only ���������������E+ - E++ £89 -149
OM1N Black + 50mm F1�8 ����������������������������E+ £99
OM1N Black Body Only ���������������E+ - E++ £99 -129
OM1N Chrome + 50mm F1�8������E+ - E++ £99 -149
OM1N Chrome Body Only�������������������������������E+ £69
OM1 Black Body Only ������������������������������������E+ £69
OM1 Chrome Body Only���������������������������������E+ £69
OM10 + 50mm F1�8 + M/Adapter ���E++ - Mint- £39
-69
OM10 Body Only - Chrome ����������������������������E+ £49
OM10 Chrome + 50mm F1�8���� E++ - Mint- £39 -49
OM10 Chrome Body + M/Adapter ��������������� E++ £29
OM20 Chrome + 50mm F1�8�������������������������E+ £69
OM20 Chrome Body Only�������������������������������E+ £39
OM30 Chrome + 50mm F1�8�������������������������E+ £49
OM30 Chrome Body Only������������������������ E+ £35 -39
OM40 Black + 50mm F1�8 ����������������������������E+ £79
OM40 Black Body Only ����������������������������������E+ £39
OM40 Body + T32 Flash - Black ��������������������E+ £59
8mm F2�8 Auto Fisheye �������������������������������E+ £769
21mm F2 Zuiko ���������������������������������������� E++ £779
21mm F3�5 Zuiko ������������������������������� E+ £199 -219
28mm F2�0 Zuiko �����������������������Exc - E+ £139 -159
28mm F2�8 Zuiko ������������������������������������������E+ £59
35-105mm F3�5-4�5 Zuiko ����������������������������E+ £59
35-70mm F3�5-4�5 Zuiko ��������������������������� E++ £49
35-70mm F3�6 Zuiko������������������E+ - E++ £99 -175
35-70mm F4 Zuiko����������������������������������������E+ £39
35-80mm F2�8 Zuiko�������������������������������� E++ £749
35mm F2 Zuiko �������������������� E++ - Mint- £179 -249
35mm F2�8 Zuiko Shift ������������E+ - Mint- £279 -399
38mm F2�8 Auto Macro Zuiko�E++ - Mint £159 -249
40mm F2 Zuiko �������������������������������������������E+ £539
50-250mm F5 Zuiko��������������������������������� E++ £239
50mm F1�2 Zuiko ����������������������������������������E+ £349
50mm F2 Macro Zuiko�������������E+ - Mint- £289 -399
55mm F1�2 Zuiko ���������������������E+ - E++ £159 -349
75-150mm F4 Zuiko��������������������������������������E+ £29
80mm F4 Macro Zuiko����������������������E++ £149 -199
85mm F2 Zuiko �������������������������E+ - Mint- £99 -119
90mm F2 Macro Zuiko������������������������������ E++ £549
135mm F4�5 Macro Zuiko�����������E+ - E++ £99 -149
180mm F2�8 Zuiko ��������������������������������������E+ £249
200mm F4 Zuiko ������������������������������������ E+ £59 -69
250mm F2 Zuiko �����������������������������������Mint- £3499
350mm F2�8 Zuiko ������������������������������������E+ £1950
500mm F8 Reflex Zuiko������������E+ - E++ £249 -299

Pentax Manual
P50 Body Only �������������������������������������������� E++ £39

P30 Body Only �����������������������������������������������E+ £49
MX Chrome + 50mm F1�7 �����������������������������E+ £99
MX Chrome Body Only ����������������������������������Exc £89
ME Chrome + 50mm F1�7 �����������������������������E+ £69
ME-F + 50mm F2 - Chrome���������������������������E+ £89
ME-Super + 50mm F2 + MEII Winder ����������E+ £119
MEF + 50mm F1�7�������������������������������������� E++ £49
MV1 Black Body + AF160 Flash ���������������������E+ £39
MV1 Black Body only �������������������������������������E+ £39
Program A Body Only �������������������������������������E+ £49
20mm F2�5 (47K)�������������������������������������� E++ £149
16mm F2�8 Fisheye smc A������������������������ E++ £349
17mm F4 SMC Fisheye��������������������������������E+ £249
20mm F2�8 SMC A��������������������E+ - E++ £249 -299
20mm F4 SMC M�������������������������������������� E++ £239
24-50mm F4 SMC A ��������������������������������������E+ £79
24mm F2�8 SMC A������������������������������������ E++ £149
24mm F2�8 SMC PK ��������������������������������� E++ £149
28-80mm F3�5-4�5 A��������������������E+ - E++ £25 -39
28-80mm F3�5-4�5 SMC A�����������������������������E+ £49
28mm F2 SMC���������������������������������������������E+ £489
28mm F2�8 SMC A���������������������������������� E+ £59 -65
28mm F2�8 SMC M�����������������������E+ - E++ £39 -59
28mm F3�5 SMC PK ��������������������������������� E++ £125
28mm F3�5 SMC Shift������������������������������� E++ £349
35-70mm F4 SMC A ��������������������������������������E+ £59
35-80mm F4-5�6 SMC A���������������E+ - E++ £15 -19
45-125mm F4 SMC PK����������������������������������E+ £79
50mm F1�2 SMC A������������������������������������ E++ £349
50mm F1�4 SMC PK ��������������������������������������E+ £59
50mm F1�7 SMC A������������������������E+ - E++ £49 -79
50mm F1�7 SMC M����������������������E+ - Mint- £29 -59
50mm F2 SMC M��������������������������E+ - E++ £15 -29
50mm F2�8 SMC A Macro������������������� E+ £119 -149
50mm F4 SMC M Macro��������������������������� E++ £129
50mm F4 SMC PK Macro�������������������������������E+ £79
55mm F2 SMC PK �����������������������������������������E+ £79
75-150mm F4 SMC M �������������������������������� E++ £49
80-200mm F4�7-5�6 SMC F���������������� E+ - E++ £49
85mm F1�8 SMC PK ������������������������������������E+ £249
100mm F2�8 SMC A����������������������Exc - E+ £79 -119
100mm F2�8 SMC A Macro��������������������������E+ £169
100mm F2�8 SMC M��������������������������������������E+ £79
100mm F4 SMC Dental Macro �������������������� E++ £69
135mm F1�8 SMC A* �������������������������������Mint- £199
135mm F2�5 SMC����������������������������������������E+ £169
135mm F2�5 SMC PK ������������������������������� E++ £139
135mm F2�8 SMC F�������������������������������������E+ £149
135mm F3�5 SMC M�������������������� Exc - E++ £19 -49
200mm F2�5 SMC����������������������������������������E+ £349
200mm F2�5 SMC PK ������������������������� E+ £199 -449
200mm F4 SMC M������������������������E+ - E++ £59 -79
300mm F4 SMC M* �������������������������������������E+ £399
300mm F4 SMC PK ������������������������������ E+ £95 -129
400mm F5�6 SMC M�����������������E+ - E++ £239 -259

Nikon Manual
F2A Body Only - Black ���������������������������������E+ £299
F2A Body Only - Chrome�����������E+ - E++ £199 -399
F2 Photomic Body Only - Black��������������������E+ £249
F2 Photomic SB Body Only - Chrome �����������E+ £299
F Photomic FTN Body Only - Chrome �� E+ £169 -199
FM3A Chrome Body Only �������������������������Mint- £589
FM2N Black Body Only������������������������������ E++ £399
FM2N Chrome Body Only �������������������������� E++ £379
FM2 Chrome Body Only ���������������������������� E++ £249
FM Body Only - Black �����������������������������������Exc £79
FE2 Chrome Body Only ��������������������������������E+ £119
FA Chrome Body Only �����������������������������������Exc £99
FG20 Body Only - Chrome��������������������������� E++ £59
10�5cm F4 Nikkor T - Nikon MF �������������������E+ £489
20mm F2�8 AIS���������������������������Exc - E+ £149 -199
20mm F3�5 AIS������������������������ Exc - E++ £129 -249
21mm F4 (No Finder) �����������������������������������E+ £169
24mm F2 AIS�������������������������������������������� E++ £349
24mm F2�8 AIS�������������������������E+ - E++ £199 -249
25-50mm F4 AIS �����������������������������������������E+ £149
28-85mm F3�5-4�5 AIS��������������������������������E+ £129
28mm F2 AIS�����������������������������������������������E+ £249
28mm F2�8 AI���������������������������� Exc - E++ £59 -129
28mm F2�8 AIS�������������������������E+ - E++ £179 -269
28mm F2�8 Series E ���������������������E+ - E++ £49 -79
28mm F3�5 AI������������������������������ Exc - E++ £49 -99
28mm F3�5 AIS���������������������������E+ - E++ £89 -129
28mm F3�5 Non AI����������������������� Exc - E++ £69 -89
28mm F3�5 PC Shift���������������������������������� E++ £279
35-105mm F3�5-4�5 AIS��������������������������������E+ £59
35-70mm F3�3-4�5 AIS����������������������������������E+ £59
35-70mm F3�5 AIS ��������������������������������������E+ £129
35mm F1�4 AIS������������������������E+ - Mint- £499 -589
35mm F2 AI�������������������������������������������������E+ £149
35mm F2 AIS�������������������������������������������� E++ £209
35mm F2�8 AI ����������������������������������������� E+ £69 -99

35mm F2�8 PC Shift���������������������������������� E++ £249
43-86mm F3�5 AI ���������������������������������Exc - E+ £49
50-300mm F4�5 AI ��������������������������������������E+ £299
50-300mm F4�5 ED AI ��������������������������������Exc £169
50mm F1�2 AIS������������������������E+ - Mint- £399 -449
50mm F1�4 AI����������������������������������������� E+ £79 -99
50mm F1�4 AIS������������������������ Exc - E++ £129 -195
50mm F1�4 Non AI����������������������������������������Exc £49
50mm F1�8 AI���������������������������������Exc - E+ £25 -49
50mm F2 Non AI�����������������������������Exc - E+ £29 -45
55mm F2�8 AIS Micro ����������������E+ - Mint- £99 -149
55mm F3�5 AI Micro ��������������������������������������E+ £59
80-200mm F2�8 ED AIS ��������E+ - E++ £1499 -1999
80-200mm F4 AIS ���������������������������������������E+ £129
85mm F1�8 Non AI���������������������������������������E+ £199
85mm F2 AI������������������������������������������ E+ £99 -149
85mm F2 AIS��������������������������������Exc - E+ £89 -149
105mm F1�8 AIS - Nikon MF�����������������������Exc £299
105mm F2�5 AIS��������������������������������������� E++ £249
105mm F4 AI Micro + PN11 ������������������������E+ £149
105mm F4 Non AI Micro ��������������������������� E++ £179
120mm F4 Medical - Nikon MF�E+ - E++ £399 -499
135mm F2�8 AI����������������������������������������������E+ £69
135mm F2�8 AIS������������������������ Exc - E++ £59 -169
135mm F3�5 AI�����������������������������E+ - E++ £69 -89
15mm F3�5 AIS��������������������������������������������E+ £549
180mm F2�8 ED AIS��������������������Exc - E+ £179 -289
200mm F4 AI�������������������������������������������������E+ £79
200mm F4 AIS���������������������������������������������E+ £129

Pentax Auto Focus
MZ5N + 28-80mm ������������������������������������� E++ £99
MZ50 + 35-80mm�������������������������������������� E++ £39
MZ30 + 28-80mm�����������������������������������������E+ £35
14mm F2�8 SMC DA ��������������������������������� E++ £399
16-45mm F4 DA ED AL��������������������������������E+ £149
16-85mm F3�5-5�6 ED DC WR�������������������Mint £379
17-70mm F4 DA AL (IF) SDM����E+ - E++ £199 -239
18-135mm F3�5-5�6 ED AL (IF) DC WR�� E++ - Mint- £199
18-270mm F3�5-6�3 ED DA SDM�������������Mint- £249
18-50mm F4-5�6 DA DC WR RE������������������ Mint £79
20-40mm F2�8-4 ED LTD DC WR HD - Black E+ £399
21mm F3�2 DA AL LE���������������������������������Mint £279
28-105mm F4-5�6 FA �������������������E+ - E++ £59 -79
28-200mm F3�8-5�6 FA IF AL���������������������� E++ £59
28-70mm F2�8 SMC AL FA* �������������������������E+ £549
28-70mm F4 FA AL������������������������������������� E++ £49
35mm F2�4 DA AL��������������������� E++ - Mint- £69 -89
35mm F2�8 DA Macro HD ��������E+ - Mint- £299 -389
40mm F2�8 SMC DA Limited��������������������� E++ £179
40mm F2�8 SMC DA XS �����������E+ - Mint- £149 -159
43mm F1�9 FA Limited Edition ������������������ E++ £349
50-135mm F2�8 DA* ED SDM���E+ - E++ £349 -449
50mm F1�4 SMC FA������������������E+ - E++ £149 -179
50mm F1�8 SMC DA ����������������� E++ - Mint- £49 -79
50mm F2�8 SMC D FA Macro E++ - Mint- £199 -259
55-300mm F4-5�8 DA ED ����������E+ - Mint- £99 -159
55-300mm F4-5�8 ED WR HD�����������E++ £169 -179
55-300mm F4�5-6�3 DA PLM WR�������������Mint- £319
60-250mm F4 ED (IF) SDM����������������������� E++ £699
70mm F2�4 DA Limited Edition ��������������������E+ £249
80-320mm F4�5-5�6 SMC FA�������������������������E+ £75
85mm F2�8 SMC FA Soft Focus����������������� E++ £349
70-200mm F2�8 Di LD (if) Macro �������������Mint- £379
100mm F2�8 D FA Macro �����������������������������E+ £259
200mm F2�8 DA* ED (IF) SDM���� E++ - Mint- £549 -599
300mm F4 DA* ED (IF) SDM�����E+ - Mint- £569 -599

Canon Auto Focus
EOS 1V Body Only������������������������������������� E++ £299
EOS 1N + E1 Booster�����������������������������������E+ £179
EOS 1N Body Only ���������������������������������������E+ £159
EOS 3 + E2 Booster �������������������������������������E+ £189
EOS 5 Body Only��������������������������������������������E+ £49
EOS 50E Body Only������������������������������������� E++ £49
EOS 500N Body Only �������������������������� E+ - E++ £19
8-15mm F4 L Fisheye USM����������������������Mint- £899
10-18mm F4�5-5�6 IS STM EF-S��������������� E++ £149
10-22mm F3�5-4�5 EFS��������������������E++ £219 -229
15-45mm F3�5-6�3 IS STM EF-M���������������Mint- £89
15-85mm F3�5-5�6 IS USM EF-S ������E++ £279 -289
15mm F2�8 EF Fisheye �����������Exc - Mint- £179 -449
17-40mm F4 L USM ������������������������������������E+ £319
17-55mm F2�8 IS USM EF-S��������������������� E++ £349
17mm F4�0 L TSE ����������������������������������� E++ £1439
18-135mm F3�5-5�6 IS STM EF-S��� E+ - E++ £199 -239
18-55mm F3�5-5�6 II EF-S������������E+ - E++ £39 -59
18-55mm F3�5-5�6 IS STM���������E++ - Mint £69 -79
24-105mm F4 L IS USM �����������E+ - E++ £339 -429
24-70mm F2�8 L USM ����������������������E++ £549 -599
24-70mm F2�8 L USM II��������� Exc - E++ £889 -1089
24mm F1�4 L USM������������������������������������ E++ £589
24mm F1�4 L USM II ����������������E+ - Mint- £699 -819

24mm F2�8 STM EF-S �������������������������������Mint- £99
24mm F3�5 L TS-E������������������������������ E+ £499 -599
24mm F3�5 L TSE II �������������������������������������E+ £999
28-70mm F2�8 L USM ������������� Exc - E++ £289 -399
28mm F2�8 IS USM����������������������������������� E++ £299
35mm F2�8 Macro IS STM EF-S���������������Mint- £269
40mm F2�8 STM��������������������������������������� E++ £109
45mm F2�8 TS-E �����������������������������������������E+ £549
50mm F1�8 EF II ����������������������������������������� E++ £49
50mm F1�8 EF STM������������������ E++ - Mint- £69 -79
55-250mm F4-5�6 EFS IS��������������������������� E++ £89
60mm F2�8 EFS Macro ����������������������������Mint- £219
65mm F2�8 MP-E Macro��������������������������Mint- £649
70-200mm F2�8 L IS USM ������������������ E+ £649 -749
70-200mm F2�8 L USM ������������������������������Exc £399
70-200mm F4 L IS USM �����������E+ - E++ £459 -649
70-200mm F4 L IS USM II����������������������� E++ £1099
70-200mm F4 L USM ������������������������������� E++ £349
70-300mm F4-5�6 L IS USM ����E+ - E++ £699 -789
75-300mm F4-5�6 IS USM���������������������������E+ £179
75-300mm F4-5�6 USM III ������������������������ E++ £109
80-200mm F4-5�6 EF��������������������������������� E++ £39
80-200mm F4�5-5�6 EF II ������������������������������E+ £39
85mm F1�4 L IS USM���������������������Mint- £999 -1049
90-300mm F4�5-5�6 EF��������������������������Unused £99
90mm f2�8 TSE Shift��������������������������������� E++ £599
100-400mm F4�5-5�6 L IS II USM ����������� E++ £1349
100-400mm F4�5-5�6 L IS USM��������E++ £549 -699
100mm F2�8 EF Macro �������������E+ - E++ £159 -179
100mm F2�8 L Macro IS USM ������������������Mint- £599
100mm F2�8 USM Macro�������������������������� E++ £299
135mm F2 L USM����������������� E++ - Mint- £529 -599
180mm F3�5 L Macro USM����������������������� E++ £749
200-400mm F4 L IS USM with Internal 1�4x Extender
Lens ���������������������������������������������E++ £6989 -7349
300mm F2�8 L IS USM��������� Exc - E++ £1599 -2249
300mm F2�8 L IS USM II ��� E++ - Mint- £3489 -3599
300mm F2�8 L USM�������������������������������� E++ £1499
300mm F4 L IS USM�����������������E+ - E++ £449 -549
400mm F2�8 L IS USM�������������������������������E+ £3449
400mm F4 DO IS USM�������������������� E+ £1499 -1594
400mm F5�6 L USM������������������E+ - E++ £599 -639
500mm F4 L IS USM������������������������������� E++ £3099
500mm F4 L IS USM II ���������������������������� E++ £5999
500mm F4�5 L USM������������� Exc - E++ £1249 -1649
600mm F4 L IS USM������������������������������� E++ £4399
600mm f4 L IS USM II�������������������E++ £6799 -6959
600mm F4 L USM�������������������������������������Exc £1849

Nikon Auto Focus
F5 Anniversary Body Only ������������������������� E++ £549
F5 Body Only ��������������������������� Exc - E++ £249 -349
F6 Body + MB40 Grip ��������������������Mint- £899 -1099
F6 Body Only ���������������������������E+ - Mint- £749 -789
F4S Body + MF23 Control Back �������������������E+ £199
F100 Body + MB15 Grip ���������� Exc - E++ £149 -199
F100 Body + MB15 Grip + MF29�����������������E+ £159
F100 Body Body Only�������������������������������Mint- £249
F100 Body Only ��������������������������������E++ £149 -179
F80 Black + 28-80mm ����������������������������������E+ £49
F801 Body Only ���������������������������������������������E+ £35
F801S Body + MF21 Back �����������������������������E+ £49
10-20mm F4�5-5�6 G AF-P DX VR������������Mint- £169
10-24mm F3�5-4�5 G AFS DX ������������������� E++ £349
10�5mm F2�8 G AF ED DX Fisheye�����E++ £229 -259
10�5mm F2�8 G AF ED DX Fisheye - Nikon AF ���E+ £199 -239
12-24mm F4 G AFS DX ED�������E+ - Mint- £249 -379
14-24mm F2�8 G AFS ED������Exc - Mint- £659 -1099
14mm F2�8 AFD������������������������E+ - E++ £599 -699
16-35mm F4 G AFS ED VR�������E+ - Mint- £599 -729
16-80mm F2�8-4 E VR N������� E++ - Mint- £589 -739
16-85mm F3�5-5�6 G ED VR AFS DX �E+ - Mint- £179 -279
16mm F2�8 AFD Fisheye�������������������E++ £379 -399
17-55mm F2�8 G AFS DX IFED�Exc - E++ £299 -399
18-135mm F3�5-5�6 G AFS DX �� E++ - Mint- £139 -159
18-140mm F3�5-5�6 AF-S G ED VR DX��Mint- £199 -259
18-200mm F3�5-5�6 G AFS DX VRII���E+ - E++ £269 -299
18-300mm F3�5-5�6 G ED AFS DX VR ������� E++ £329
18-35mm F3�5-4�5 AFD������������E+ - E++ £199 -229
18-35mm F3�5-4�5 AFS�������� E++ - Mint- £409 -429
18-55mm F3�5-5�6 AFS II ��������������������������Mint- £59
18-55mm F3�5-5�6 G AFS VR���� E++ - Mint- £69 -79
18-55mm F3�5-5�6 G AFS VR II ����E+ - Mint- £59 -89
18-70mm F3�5-4�5 G AFS ED DX E+ - E++ £49 -119
18mm F2�8 AFD�������������������������������������������E+ £449
20-35mm F2�8 AF ���������������������������������������E+ £279
20-35mm F2�8 AFD ������������������E+ - E++ £389 -399
20-35mm F3�5-4�5 AF - Nikon AF���������Unused £129
20mm F1�8 G AFS ED ����������� E++ - Mint- £549 -569
24-120mm F3�5-5�6 G AFS ED VR�����E++ £199 -249
24-120mm F4 AFS G ED VR����Exc - Mint- £349 -599
24-70mm F2�8 G AFS ED���������E+ - Mint- £599 -849
24-70mm F2�8E AFS VR ED ��E++ - Mint- £1389 -1449

24-85mm F2�8-4 AFD���������������E+ - E++ £249 -269
24-85mm F3�5-4�5 G AFS��������E+ - Mint- £129 -159
24-85mm F3�5-4�5 G AFS VR�������������������� E++ £269
24mm F1�4 AFS G ED �������������� Exc - E++ £749 -949
24mm F1�8 AFS G ED ����������� E++ - Mint- £479 -519
24mm F2�8 AFN���������������������������������������� E++ £159
24mm F3�5D ED PC-E������������������������������� E++ £899
28-105mm F3�5-4�5 AFD������������E+ - E++ £99 -149
28-200mm F3�5-5�6 AFG����������E+ - E++ £129 -139
28-300mm F3�5-5�6 G ED AFS VR�����E++ £519 -589
28mm F1�4 AFS E ED������������������������������ E++ £1249
28mm F1�8 G AFS��������������������E+ - Mint- £299 -339
28mm F2�8 AF��������������������������E+ - E++ £119 -149
28mm F2�8 AFD�������������������� E++ - Mint- £139 -179
28mm F2�8 AFN��������������������������E+ - E++ £99 -109
35-105mm F3�5-4�5 AF���������������������������������E+ £49
35-70mm F2�8 AF ������������������������������������ E++ £239
35mm F1�4 G AFS����������������������������� E+ - E++ £799
35mm F1�8 AFS G DX ������������������������������Mint- £109
35mm F1�8 AFS G FX���������������������E++ - Mint- £349
35mm F2 AFD�����������������������������������E++ £159 -169
35mm F2 AFN������������������������������������������Mint- £119
40mm F2�8 G AFS DX Micro�� E++ - Mint- £119 -189
45mm F2�8 D PC-E ED Micro�������������������� E++ £949
50mm F1�4 AFN�������������������������������������������E+ £119
50mm F1�4 G AFS��������������������E+ - Mint- £189 -279
50mm F1�8 G AFS����������������� E++ - Mint- £119 -149
50mm F1�8 G AFS Special Edition ������������Mint- £179
55-300mm F4�5-5�6 G AFS VR�������E++ - Mint- £189
55mm F2�8 AF Micro �����������������������������������E+ £199
58mm F1�4 G AFS ED ������������������������������� E++ £989
60mm F2�8 AF Micro �������������������������������� E++ £179
60mm F2�8 AFD Micro��������������E+ - E++ £179 -239
60mm F2�8 AFS G ED Micro������E+ - E++ £279 -299
70-200mm F2�8 FL ED VR AF-S ���������������Mint £2149
70-200mm F2�8 G AFS ED VR���E+ - E++ £649 -799
70-200mm F2�8 G AFS ED VRII ��Exc - Mint- £849 -1349
70-200mm F4 G AFS ED VR�� E++ - Mint- £729 -849
70-210mm F4 AF ������������������������������������� E++ £159
70-210mm F4-5�6 AFD�������������������������E++ £69 -79
70-210mm F4-5�6 AFN��������������������������������Mint £99
70-300mm F4-5�6 G AFS VR�����E+ - E++ £279 -299
70-300mm F4-6�3 G AF-P VR �E++ - Mint £219 -249
75-240mm F4�5-5�6 AFD���������������������������� E++ £89
80-200mm F2�8 ED AF ����������������������� E+ £199 -349
80-200mm F2�8 ED AFD��������������������� E+ £249 -349
80-200mm F2�8 ED AFS ��������������������� E+ £249 -479
80-400mm F4�5-5�6 G AFS ED VR���E++ - Mint- £1349 -1399
85mm F1�4 AF-S G �������������������E+ - E++ £719 -749
85mm F1�4 AFD������������������������E+ - E++ £449 -459
85mm F1�8 AF���������������������������������������������E+ £169
85mm F1�8 AF-S G �����������������Exc - Mint- £179 -339
85mm F1�8 AFD������������������������E+ - E++ £149 -229
85mm F2�8 D PC Micro����������������������������� E++ £729
85mm F3�5 G AFS Micro VR DX�E+ - E++ £249 -259
105mm F2�8 AFD Micro�������������������������������E+ £229
105mm F2�8 AFS G VR Micro ����E+ - E++ £449 -479
135mm F2 D AF DC ������������������E+ - E++ £689 -789
180mm F2�8 ED AF��������������������������������������E+ £379
180mm F2�8 ED AFD �������������������������������� E++ £489
200mm F4 ED AFD Micro�������������������������� E++ £949
200-400mm F4 G VR AFS IFED ��E+ - E++ £1649 -1989
200mm F2 G AFS VR II �������������������������������E+ £3489
300mm F2�8 G AFS ED VR �������������������������E+ £1989
300mm F2�8 G AFS ED VR II�������������������Mint- £2900
300mm F2�8 IFED AF������������������Exc - E+ £649 -699
300mm F2�8 IFED AF-i���������������������������������E+ £989
300mm F2�8 IFED AFS�������������������������������E+ £1599
300mm F4 AF ED�������������������������������� E+ £199 -299
300mm F4 AFS IFED������������� E++ - Mint- £499 -599
300mm F4 E PF ED VR AFS����������Mint- £1349 -1399

Digital Mirrorless
Canon EOS M + 18-55mm��������E+ - E++ £149 -179
EOS M Body Only���������������������������������������Mint- £99
EOS M Body Only + EF-EOS M Adapter ����Mint- £149
EOS M3 + 18-55mm + DC1 Finder����������Mint- £399
EOS M3 Body Only���������������� E++ - Mint- £179 -229
Fujifilm X-E2 Black Body Only����������������������E+ £219
X-E2s Black Body Only������������������������������ E++ £259
X-E3 Body Only - Black��������� E++ - Mint- £399 -429
X-Pro2 Body Only�������������������������������������� E++ £749
X-T1 Body + Vertical Grip�����������������������������E+ £299
X-T100 + 15-45mm XC - Black ���������������Mint- £419
X-T2 Body + VPB-XT2 - Black������������������� E++ £579
X-T20 + 16-50mm XC - Silver ������������������ E++ £499
X-T20 Body Only - Black����������������E++ - Mint- £419
X-T20 Body Only - Silver��������������������������Mint- £449
X-T3 Body Only - Silver����������������������������� E++ £999
X-T30 Body Only - Black��������������������������Mint- £699
Leica T Black + 23mm F2����������������������� E++ £1299
T Black + 23mm F2 Summicron ������������������E+ £999
T Black Body Only ������������������������������������� E++ £899

T Silver + 18-56mm Asph����������������������� E++ £1099
T Silver + 18-56mm + Visoflex��������������Mint- £1649
TL Black + 18-55mm ����������������������������� E++ £1749
TL Black + 23mm F2 + Visoflex�������������� E++ £1889
TL Silver Body Only �������������������������������� E++ £1049
Nikon J1 Black + 10-30mm������������������������ E++ £79
J1 Red + 30-110mm�����������������������������������E+ £199
J1 White + 10-30mm ��������������������������������� E++ £79
J3 + 10-30mm��������������������������������������������E+ £149
J4 Black + 10-30mm VR �������������������������� E++ £159
J5 Silver + 10-30mm ������������������������������� E++ £229
S1 white + 11-27�5mm ���������������������������� E++ £119
V1 Black + 10-30mm ��������������E+ - Mint- £129 -149
V1 Black Body Only�����������������������E+ - E++ £89 -99
V1 White + 10-30mm �����������������������E++ £129 -159
V2 + 10-30mm����������������������������������������� E++ £229
V2 Body Only ���������������������������������E++ - Mint- £159
V3 Black + 10-30mm + DF-N1000 ���������Mint- £649
Z7 Body Only �����������������������������������������Mint- £2299
Olympus E-M1 II Body + HLD9 Grip ��������Mint- £999
OM-D E-M1 II Body Only �����������������������������Exc £749
OM-D E-M5 II Body Only - Black ����������������Mint £679
OM-D E-M5 II Body Only - Silver ������������������E+ £379
OMD E-M5 Black Body Only���������������������� E++ £229
Panasonic DC GH5 Body + Battery Grip��� E++ £1049 -1099
DC GH5 Body Only ���������������� E++ - Mint- £959 -989
GH4 Body + Grip������������������������������������������E+ £579
GH4 Body Only������������������������������������ E+ £479 -659
GH-3 Body Only ��������������������������������E++ £349 -379
GH-2 Body Only ���������������������������������������� E++ £179
G1 Body Only�������������������������������������� E+ - E++ £59
G2 Body Only��������������������������������E+ - E++ £59 -69
G3 Black Body Only ������������������ E++ - Mint- £79 -89
G3 Body Only�������������������������������������������������E+ £79
G5 Body Only������������������������������E+ - E++ £89 -129
G6 Body Only������������������������������������E++ £149 -179
G7 Body Only���������������������������E+ - Mint- £239 -339
G80 Body Only���������������������������������Mint- £479 -495
GF-1 Body Only�����������������������������E+ - E++ £49 -59
GF-2 Body Only�����������������������������E+ - E++ £59 -69
GF-5 Body Only��������������������E++ - Unused £69 -119
GF-3 + 14-42mm������������������������������������� E++ £149
GF-3 Body �����������������������������������������������������E+ £49
GF-6 Body Only������������������������������������������� E++ £99
GM1 + 12-32mm Asph + HG-R1 Grip ����������E+ £159
GM5 + 12-32mm ��������������������E+ - Mint- £199 -289
GX7 Body Only���������������������� E++ - Mint- £219 -289
GX8 Black Body Only ������������������������E++ £479 -489
GX8 Body Only�������������������������E+ - Mint- £329 -499
GX8 Silver Body Only �������������������������������Mint- £579
GX80 Body Only�������������������� E++ - Mint- £319 -349
GX800 Body Only - Silver�������������������������Mint- £169
GX800 Silver + 12-32mm������������������������� E++ £339
GX85 Body Only�������������������������������������������E+ £219
Pentax Q10 + 5-15mm����������������������������� E++ £139
Sony A5100 + 16-50mm�������������������������Mint- £239
A6000 Body Only ����������������������E+ - E++ £219 -249
A7R IV Body Only �����������������������������������Mint- £2949
A9 Body Only ������������������������������������������ E++ £2849
A6500 Body Only �������������������������������������� E++ £689
A7 Body Only ����������������������������E+ - E++ £429 -459
A7 II Body Only ����������������������������������������Mint- £749
A7R II Body Only ���������������������������E++ £1049 -1089
A7R III Body Only ������������������E+ - E++ £1749 -1799

Leica M
MP 0�72x Black Body Only �������������� E+ £1899 -2099
MP 0�72x Chrome Body Only ������������������ E++ £1999
M7 0�72x Black Body Only ����E+ - E++ £1349 -1449
M7 0�72x Chrome Body Only ������������������ E++ £1449
M6TTL 0�58x Black Body Only �������������������E+ £1149
M6TTL 0�72x Chrome Body�����������E++ £1149 -1399
M6TTL 0�85x Black Body Only ���������������� E++ £1799
M6 0�72x Black Body + Motor M �������������� E++ £999
M6 0�72x Black Body Only ���� E++ - Mint- £849 -899
M6 0�72x Chrome Body Only E++ - Mint- £899 -949
M6 0�72x Titanium Body Only ����������������� E++ £1099
M6 Titanium + 35mm F1�4 ��������������������� E++ £2989
M5 Black Body Only������������������E+ - E++ £649 -699
M5 Chrome Body Only ���������������������������������E+ £699
M4-P Black Body Only �����������E+ - Mint- £599 -1099
M4-P Chrome Body Only������������������������������E+ £649
M4 Chrome Body Only ��������������E+ - E++ £699 -849
M3 Chrome Body Only ��������������E+ - E++ £499 -799
M2 Chrome Body Only ����������������Exc - E+ £429 -799













Sell yourNikonto

To obtain a quote please contact us today on

020 7828 4925 or email info@graysofwestminster.co.uk

Grays of Westminster are always seeking fine examples of Nikon cameras, lenses & accessories including:

Digital SLR Bodies ❖ AF Lenses ❖ Select Film SLR bodies

Manual focus lenses ❖ Vintage bodies ❖ Pre-AI lenses ❖ Accessories





“I bought a ‘like new’ condition

lens and it was exactly that -

indistinguishable from brand new”

- DAVID BUYS GEAR USED WITH MPB

“The products are as described,

the delivery service is better and the

choice beats the main retailers”

- MALCOLM BUYS GEAR USED WITH MPB

“They always go out of their way with

advice and alternative options for my needs.

They have been superb in advising me.”

- SIMON BUYS GEAR USED WITH MPB

Choose used
Shoot with used camera gear and you’ll never buy brand new again. Spend less, get more.

MPB means better value, better gear. MPB specialists test, grade and photograph every single item 

to ensure picture-perfect performance. Plus there’s a free warranty, for your peace of mind. 

Trade in and buy used camera gear from MPB. 

@mpbcom

www.mpb.com
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Equipment to sell?
Great news! The global market for quality digital and film
cameras, lenses and accessories is stronger than ever!

With our worldwide network of customers we're paying
the highest prices for Nikon, Canon, Leica, Fuji, Contax,
Olympus, Panasonic, Sony, Zeiss, Voigtlander, Konica,
Minolta, Sigma, Tamron, Tokina, Hasselblad, Pentax,

Bronica, Mamiya and other top-quality brands.

Free Collection

Same-day Payment

Contact Jonathan Harris for an immediate quote:
info@worldwidecameraexchange.co.uk

or phone 01277 631353

Looking to buy? Please visit our website:

www.worldwidecameraexchange.co.uk

Registered Charity No. 1070532

@RainbowTrustCC

/RainbowTrust

When serious illness affects a child, family life is

turned upside down. At Rainbow Trust, we match

families with a Family Support Worker who provides

practical and emotional support.

Caring for a sick child is often traumatic, demanding

and isolating for the whole family. Our Family Support

Workers give them vital support - during diagnosis,

treatment and, if required, through bereavement. 

Find out more and get involved today

T: 01372 363438

rainbowtrust.org.uk

WE’RE THERE

FOR AS LONG AS

FAMILIES NEED US

CAMERA HOU S E

SALES & SERVICE - 07811 401 219

sales@camera-house.co.uk

www.camera-house.co.uk

CLASSIFIED

CAMERA COLLECTIONS

www.peterloy.com

WANTED
Call us: 020 8867 2751

We can come to you (UK & Europe)

Accessories

Camera Fairs

Wanted

Cameras For Sale

PROFESSIONAL B/W COLOUR PRINTING
Hand Processing all types of films from 35m-5x4

Develop and Contacts £7.00 each
2 or more film £6.00 each

Develop, 5x7s @ £15 per roll

All printed on genuine b/w, colour papers.

Any orders over £30, you will receive a FREE film!!

Phone for price list of all services:

01442 231993 • www.khwp.co.uk
Send cheque + £2 pp

All work sent back first class post.
Karl Howard, 16 Chalfont Close,

Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire, HP2 7JR

CAMERA FAIR BEACONSFIELD
SUNDAY 8th DECEMBER,

10.30am-2pm. Beaconsfield School,

Wattleton Rd, Beaconsfield.

HP9 1SJ. M40 Junc 2 close M25.

This is now a no smoking site.

Admission. Earlybird 9.15am £4.

After 10.30am £2. Refreshments.

Details Peter Levinson

Tel: 020 8205 1518

Why pay more but get less?
SCANNING

From 35mm Negs & Slides

• Jpeg (3089 x 2048) 20p each • Jpeg (6774 x 4492) 30p each
• Tiff (6774 x 4492) 50p each

120 SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE - PLEASE VISIT WEBSITE

FREE – Download of the images to your computer
FREE – Return postage of your originals

BCE Photo Lab, 17 Northgate Bradford BD1 3JR

Tel 01274 723622 • www.bcephotolab.com

HARRISON MARKS,
JUNE PALMER, PAMELA GREEN,

VICKY KENNEDY & THE REST

in NEW digitally printed magazines

From the original negatives

A5 SAE for colour leaflet:

J Barker (AP), 7 Esplanade Crescent
YO112XB

No Callers

Printing

Film ScanningBlack & White Processing
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Final Analysis

Tim Clinch is an award-winning professional photographer with over 40 years’ experience. Over the years Tim has worked in most areas of the profession, has had his work published in magazines worldwide, 

and has had more than 30 books published featuring subjects as varied as interiors, travel, food and portraits. To see his work, visit www.timclinchphotography.com.

Tim Clinch considers...
‘Tokyo Lex’ from Invisible Jumpers by Joseph Ford

Photo Critique

I
was 13 when I first became aware
of the life-changing fact that
photography can convey emotion.

I can point to the exact moment
because I know that it was a few days after
I had experienced another life-changing
moment, namely the first time I heard 
Purple Haze by The Jimi Hendrix
Experience. Huddling under the
bedclothes, twiddling the dial on a tinny
transistor radio, the sound that came out
changed me instantly and I knew then
that nothing – nothing – would ever be
the same again.

A few days later, Purple Haze still
running around my brain like an over-
excited puppy, I first saw ‘Migrant Mother’,
Dorothea Lange’s iconic photograph from
1936. I can’t remember where it was that
I saw it – presumably in one of my father’s
books – but it stopped me in my tracks.
The sadness in the woman’s blank
expression. The obvious desperation and
grinding poverty of Dust Bowl California. 
Her children clinging to her ragged
clothes. Even as an empty-headed
teenager, I was moved to tears. Just as
with Hendrix, I knew at that moment
that my life had changed forever.

From then on (along with the sad
knowledge that no matter how hard
I tried, I would never be good enough on
the guitar to be the pop star that I wanted
to be) I devoured photography. I became a
regular at the library, ordering books from
far and wide, and trying to find out as
much as possible about my new passion by
studying the masters. Stieglitz, Penn, Julia
Margaret Cameron, Walker Evans… The
Daybooks of Edward Weston, I pored over
the images and decided that this was what
I wanted, if possible, to do with my life.

So over the years I have experienced
almost every emotion that photography
can show us. Sadness, desperation, fear… 
seen beauty, sensuality, perfection…
marvelled at the greatness of the

landscape, the strength of a portrait, the
sheer horrors of war. However, one of the
things that I have experienced least of all
in photography is perhaps one of the
greatest things in all of our lives. Laughter.

A happy challenge
Now, I have always maintained that it
is far easier to take a miserable photo
than a cheerful one. Honestly? You can
make anything look absolutely bloody
awful with the minimum of effort. But
taking a picture that lifts the spirits?
Making a cheerful image that gladdens
the heart without being too cheesy?
Much more of a challenge.

So imagine the skill involved in actually
making your viewer laugh. Out loud.
Before I saw this book, there were a few
photographers whose work had made
me smile, but I’d always believed there
were only two who could incite laughter.
The wonderful Spanish photographer
Chema Madoz, and, of course the master,
Elliott Erwitt. Particularly his wonderful 
pictures of dogs.

Well, please welcome a new member
to this particular group. Photographer
Joseph Ford and his wonderful book
Invisible Jumpers. It is an absolutely
delightful collection: funny, silly,
irreverent, absurd and sometimes just
plain daft. I enjoyed every single picture
and closed the book with a huge smile on
my face, and I wanted more.

Along with the brilliant knitting skills
of Nina Dodd, Mr. Ford has created
something very special. He has made the
photographs work perfectly and flawlessly,
and the sheer joy that they bring hides a
huge amount of technical skill. The real
skill being that I didn’t notice just how
clever they were until I looked at them
for the second or third time. Make no
mistake, along with what must be a great
sense of humour, Joseph Ford is a very
fine photographer indeed. So, thank you.
You’ve made a (slightly cynical) old man 
very happy!

This image is taken from the book
Invisible Jumpers, £12.95 published 
by Hoxton Mini Press. 
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‘I enjoyed every picture
and closed the book with
a huge smile on my face, 
and I wanted more’



www.parkcameras.com/BLACK-FRIDAY

Visit our website - updated daily

www.parkcameras.com
or call us 7 days a week

01444 23 70 60

LONDON
53-54 Rathbone Place,
LONDON, W1T 1JR

SUSSEX
York Road, BURGESS HILL, 
West Sussex, RH15 9TT

All prices include VAT. See website for our opening times for both stores. All products are UK stock.
E&OE. Please mention “Amateur Photographer” when ordering items from this advert.
Prices correct at time of going to press; Prices subject to change; check website for latest prices.

For even more Black Friday offers, visit us in stor

Offers start 21 st November 2019

B L A C K F R I D AY

Canon EOS 5D Mark IV
Body Only

*Offer includes FREE Canon BG E20 battery grip worth £299.00! 
Available 25.11.19 - 02.12.19

£2,499*

Normally £2,799

SAVE £300

Panasonic LUMIX G9
Body Only

*Includes FREE Lexar 128GB UHS-II SD card + Lowepro SH 160 II!
PLUS claim a FREE 25mm f/1.7 lens worth £149 from Panasonic.

£849*

Normally £899

SAVE £50

FREE

GIFTS

FREE

GRIP

Panasonic LUMIX GH5
+ LUMIX 12 60m

Offer includes FREE Manfrotto Befree Live Aluminium Tripod
Twist with Video Head worth £149! Available 21.11.19 - 02.12.19

£1,199
Normally £1,299

SAVE £100

FREE

TRIPOD

Fujifilm X-T3
Body Only

Offer includes FREE Fujifilm VG XT3 Battery Grip worth £299.
*Price after cashback. You pay £1,224 & claim £180 from Fujifi lm. 

£1,044*

Normally £1,224

SAVE £180

FREE

GRIP

Fujifilm X-Pro2  
Body Only

*Price after cashback. You pay £1,159 & claim £360 from Fujifi lm.
 Available 25.11.19 - 05.01.20

£799*

Normally £1,349

SAVE £550

Olympus E-M1 Mar
Body Only

*Offer includes FREE Olympus HLD 9 Battery Grip worth £279.
PLUS claim a FREE 30mm Macro worth £249 from Olympus.

£1,199*

Normally £1,299

SAVE £100

FREE

GIFTS

S AV E 1 5 %

e.g. Canon EF 100-400mm
f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM

Normally £1,939.00

of f  se lected Canon

See website for full list of lenses.
Available 25.11.19 - 2.12.19

S AV E 2 0 %

e.g. Olympus 300mm
f/4.0 IS PRO lens

Normally £2,279.00

of f  a l l  Olymp

See website for full list of lenses.
Available 22.11.19 - 2.12.19
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Best kit of 2019
The top new cameras and lenses you can buy right now

The law of
the streets
Street photography –
your legal rights and
restrictions explained

Pictures
of hope
Who scooped the £75k
Prix Pictet photo prize?

Weather
winners

Your winning photos
from APOY Round 7

Passionate about photography since 1884
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Nautical but nice Lord Greenway refl ects on a life of maritime photography

Protect and serve
How to keep your gear in tip-top 

condition so it’ll last for years

ONLY

£2.99



HIGH SPEED SYNC FLASH (1/8000TH), NO RECYCLE TIME

BUILT- IN WIRELESS FLASH RECEIVER ( 2 0 0 m / 6 5 6 f t )

UNRIVALLED BATTERY PERFORMANCE, 150,000 FLASHES

DESIGNED FOR PORTRAIT / LOCATION PHOTO & VIDEO

ULTRA-THIN, PORTABLE, LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN (<1.6KG)

INTEGRATED ALUMINIUM HANDLES & 360 BALL HEAD

AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE

0203 930 4863

hireacamera.com

AVAILABLE TO HIRE

0207 837 5649

thefl ashcentre.com

01753 422 750

rotolight.com

01603 486 413

wexphotovideo.com

01444 237 070

parkcameras.com

L I T W I T H R O T O L I G H T A E O S B Y M A S T E R O F L I G H T J E A N N O I R

“THE ROTOLIGHTS ARE EASY TO USE AND HANDLE
THEY’RE PERFECT FOR MY PHOTOGRAPHY”
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This week we present our
annual round up of the best
cameras and lenses of 2019.
Whether you’re looking to
upgrade or just following the

latest developments in camera tech this list
represents the very state of the art right now.
If you’d rather look after the gear you already
own we also show you how to keep it in the
best condition. I’d also like to ask a favour:

we’ve created an online survey and want you
to tell us what you like and dislike about AP. 
Your responses will help ensure that we
continue to serve your needs, plus you could
win £100 of vouchers for your trouble. You’ll
find the details over the page. If you enjoy
our unique mix of features, our Christmas
subscription offer might tempt you to get it
delivered, and you’ll save money too. See
page 58 for details. Nigel Atherton, Editor

The Getty Images Hulton Archive is one of the world’s great cultural resources. Tracing its origins to the founding of the London Stereoscopic Company 
in 1854, today it houses over 80 million images spanning the birth of photography to the digital age. Explore it at www.gettyimages.com.

26 NOVEMBER, 1965: A couple raise a toast to their
own indulgence as they enjoy the luxurious pleasures 
of an air turbo head massaging machine. There
doesn’t seem to be much information about this
particular piece of machinery available, but the large
boxes to which the helmets are attached certainly
conjure up some interesting theories as to what on
earth was going on. Far from being relaxing, it looks  

as if the boxes could be harvesting the thoughts of
the unwitting subjects wearing them. It’s hardly true
to say that head massaging machines ever really
caught on, but a quick Google search reveals that
similarly disturbing gadgets do indeed exist today. The
Hulton Archive has thousands of pictures of weird and
wonderful machines – the function of many not being 
immediately obvious without context.

Massage Helmet by Carlo Polito

amateurphotographer.
co.uk

amateurphotographer 
magazine@AP_Magazine

Facebook.com/Amateur.
photographer.magazine

flickr.com/groups/
amateurphotographer

Contribute to Amateur Photographer If you’d like to see your words or pictures published in Amateur Photographer, here’s how:
Something to say? Write to us at ap@ti-media.com with your letters, opinion columns (max 500 words) or article suggestions.
Pictures Send us a link to your website or gallery, or attach a set of low-res sample images (up to a total of 5MB) to appicturedesk@ti-media.com.
Join our online communities Post your pictures into our Flickr, Facebook, Twitter or Instagram communities or the gallery on our website.

This week in 1965
TREASURES FROM THE HULTON ARCHIVE

©
 GETTY IM

AGES
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PHOTOGRAPHER Steve McCurry took 
this image in 1991 in Al Ahmadi, Kuwait, 
following Operation Desert Storm. When 
travelling through the country, he came 
across numerous abandoned horses that 
were lost and looking bewildered in the 
burning landscape. He says, ‘As we drove into 

BIG
picture

McCurry book shows connection 

between animals and humans

By Geoff  Harris and Andy Westlake

Tell us what you think of AP and win £100!
What do you like best about AP? What would you like to see more 
or less of? What could we do better? We want to hear your 
thoughts, so we have created a survey and would love it if you 
could spare a few minutes to fill it in. Everyone who completes the 
survey can enter a prize draw to win a £100 Amazon voucher. You’ll 
find the survey at www.completeasurvey.co.uk/Photography2019.

Keen pricing for Sigma fast zoom
Sigma has revealed that its new 24-70mm F2.8 DG DN for 
full-frame mirrorless will cost £1,049.99. This makes it 
considerably more affordable than either of its direct rivals, the 
Sony FE 24-70mm F2.8 GM (£1,799), or the Panasonic Lumix S Pro 
24-70mm F2.8 (£2,249). Major retailers are taking pre-orders now.

Personalised photo 
advent calendars
Online printing giant CEWE has 
announced a personalised 
advent calendar collection, 
with the option to make a 
calendar from your photos from 
£8.99. A range of other options 
is available with chocolate, or 
you can go the whole festive 
hog and order a deluxe calendar 
for £59.99. Full details at 
cewe-photoworld.com/
personalised-christmas-gifts.

Soviet satellite lens for sale
Seeking a Christmas gift with a difference? As we went to press, 
online auction site Catawiki was selling a Zhemchug-4 lens, included 
in the Soviet Union’s Yantar-2K spy satellites from the mid 1970s to 
the late ’80s. It’s 4.5ft long, weighs a mere 348lb, has an estimated 
focal length of 3000-4000mm and is expected to fetch up to £13k.

Sony enhances 
RX10 IV autofocus
Firmware version 2.00 for 
Sony’s RX10 IV bridge camera 
is now available, and expands 
its Real-time Eye AF function 
to work with animals as well 
as humans, while also enabling 
it to be activated directly from 
a half-press of the shutter 
button. Free downloads for 
Mac and Windows users 
are available now from 
www.sony.co.uk/support.
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the burning oil fi elds, it was as dark as night. 
The ground was completely blackened with 
oil. This horse was one of the many animals 
abandoned during the fi ghting. I was sitting on 
the hood of my car, about 30 feet from the 
fi re as we were driving through the desert.’

This image is part of Steve’s new book to be 
published by Taschen, called Animals. In it, he 
explores the complex relationships between 
animals, humans and the environment. 

I had no contact with my 
contemporaries in the photographic 

fi eld nor even knowledge of their work…
I was self-taught the hard way, 

by trial and error 
George Rodger Magnum co-founder (1908-1995)

$345,000
How much the Dallas Area 

Rapid Transport authority has 
agreed to pay photographer 
Avi Adelman, who claims he 

was illegally arrested for taking 
photos of an overdose victim.

Words & numbers
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WEX Photo Video has topped the
2019 Which? consumer survey for

Best Online Shops, which rates the most
popular stores based on customer buying
experience, value for money and product
range. In the Appliances & Electricals
category, Wex Photo Video achieved a score 
of 95%, beating many other respected
retailers. In the overall survey covering
all retail categories, Wex Photo Video
jointly secured the number one spot with
a well-known beauty retailer and an
electrical store, all scoring 93%. This is the
second consecutive year that Wex Photo
Video has led the Which? league table and
been awarded the prestigious Which?
Recommended Provider for Appliances and 
Electrical accolade. See the full Which?
report at www.which.co.uk/onlineshops.

Wex Photo Video storms
ahead in Which? Survey

Remembering 
Terry O’Neill

WE’RE saddened to report the death of
another giant of photography this year,

Terry O’Neill. The photographer, who appeared
in AP numerous times over a storied career
spanning more than 55 years, died on 16
November from prostate cancer.

While best known as a photographer of
celebrities, including Frank Sinatra, The Beatles
and legions of other entertainment A-listers,
O’Neill was much more than a shooter with an
impressive contacts book; he was highly skilled
at getting his subjects to relax, reveal more
about themselves in creative ways, or capture
them in unguarded moments.

O’Neill was born into an Irish immigrant
family in Essex in 1938 and became a
photographer after taking on an apprenticeship
with the BOAC airline (his fi rst dream was to be

a jazz drummer). A grab shot of foreign
secretary Rab Butler taking a nap landed
O’Neill a job on the Daily Sketch, where he took
many famous pictures of swinging London,
eventually moving to the US as a freelancer.
Being a charismatic master networker, O’Neill
got access to some of the great names of 20th
century popular culture before returning to the
UK in the 1980s and continuing his career. In
2017, he published a major retrospective of his 
work, Every Picture Tells a Story.

‘I interviewed Terry in 2015 and was
immediately struck by his generosity and wit,’
recalls deputy editor Geoff Harris. ‘He didn’t
have a trace of ego or arrogance, despite his
achievements. His agent, Iconic Images, wrote
a great epitaph: “A class act, quick-witted and 
fi lled with charm.”’

For the latest news visit www.amateurphotographer.co.uk
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Visit amateurphotographer subs.co.uk/AKY9, or see p58.

Subscribe to

SAVE 40%
*

* when you pay by UK Direct Debit

FUJIFILM has announced that its new
‘experiential concept store’, the Fujifilm

House of Photography, will open at 11am on
3 December. The three-floor store is located
at 8-9 Long Acre, in London’s Covent Garden,
and the first 100 members of the public
through the doors will receive goodie bags
of camera and photography merchandise. In
addition, customers who spend over £100
in one transaction at the store between
3 December and 8 December will be entered
into a prize draw to win one of five Fujifilm X-T3s
with XF18-55mm F2.8-4 R lens kits. As an
additional offer on opening day, customers will
be able to print up to 25 6x4in photos for free.

‘The opening day will also provide the
opportunity for members of the public to get 

Giveaways at Fujifi lm store opening

A concept illustration of the new store

Wex Photo Video’s flagship London store

Terry O’Neill, photographer, 1938 to 2019

hands-on with interactive photography
experiences, be that with X-series and GFX
digital cameras, Instax instant photography and
printing, or a range of photo printing services,’
said the company.

For further information on the store, visit
www.fujifi lm-houseofphotography.com.



“It’s good to know my old

camera will find its way to a new 

user, thanks to MPB.”

MALCOLM SELLS TO MPB

“Simple collection,

payment in days, flawless 

communication.”

KEN SELLS TO MPB

“I wouldn’t have ever known

that my stuff was worth more 

than I thought.”

DR SELLS TO MPB

Cash in on your camera
Free up funds, sell straight to MPB. Get a free instant valuation. Get free insured

shipping to MPB. Get paid directly into your bank account. There’s no catch. 

Trusted by 250,000 creatives. Sell or trade in.

@mpbcom

mpb.com/sell 
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EXHIBITION

S
ometimes regarded as the
world’s leading prize for
photography, the theme for
this year’s Prix Pictet contest

was ‘Hope’. Now in its eighth cycle, 12
photographers were shortlisted for the
prize, and all are currently on display at
the V&A’s Porter Gallery.

The competition was founded by the
Pictet Group in 2008. On an 18-month
cycle, the award focuses on a theme that
promotes discussion and debate on issues
of sustainability. The winner, who this year
is Ivorian photographer Joanna Choumali
for her series Ça va aller (it will be ok),
takes home a hefty prize of 100,000
Swiss francs (about £78,500).

The Prix Pictet exhibition tours the
world, with shows in over 12 countries,
including Japan. The shortlisted images

are also published in book form, with
extensive documentation of the work by
each of the photographers, together with
images from the wider group of nominees
and essays by leading writers on the
theme of the prize.

Diversity and inclusivity is important
to Prix Pictet, and as such, 50% of
the nominees are female – something
which is still relatively unusual among
photography competitions. Nominees
come from many different countries, too,
with representation from Bangladesh,

Victoria and 

Albert (V&A) 

Museum, 

Cromwell Road, 

London, SW7 

2RL. Runs until 

8 December. 

Admission free.

Cote d’Ivoire, Azerbaijan, USA, Ireland,
South Africa and The Netherlands.

Some of the world’s leading exponents
of the documentary, news and
photojournalism genre are represented
in the shortlist. One particular highlight is
Ireland’s Ivor Prickett for his series End of
the Caliphate, which was featured in the
11 August 2018 issue of AP.

There’s also some beautiful work by
Margaret Courtney-Clarke, for her series
Cry Sadness into the Coming Rain, as well
as some interesting still-life studies by
Ross McDonnnell in his series Limbs.

Overall, this is a display which shows
great poignancy, resilience, determination
– the theme of Hope is incredibly apt.
Considering this is a free exhibition, there
is some extraordinary work on display that
can’t fail to inspire you – it comes very
highly recommended.

Look out for Zelda Cheatle’s Final
Analysis on the work of shortlisted
photographer Awoiska Van der
Molen in the 14 December issue.

Prix Pictet 
Hope
With an enormous cash prize for the winner, this 

year’s Prix Pictet competition focuses on the theme 

of Hope. Amy Davies discovers more

E Tjambiru and B Tjivinde dance on the road to flag down tourist buses, by Margaret Courtney-Clarke

‘Leading exponents of the
documentary, news and
photojournalism genre 
are represented’
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No Filter: Get Creative
with Photography
By Natalia Price-Cabrera, Laurence King
Publishers, £12.99, 144 pages, softback,
ISBN 978-1-78627407-6

The biggest challenge in modern
photography is making your
pictures stand out. Sure, you can
download an editing app such as
Snapseed, or use an Instagram
filter, but millions of others are

doing the same. No Filter… seeks to address this by
exploring a range of digital and analogue techniques
to give your shots an interesting new look. I liked the
wheeze of chucking nail polish remover over the print
of a digital portrait to get some weird, unsettling
distortions. Using welding glass instead of a pricey ND
filter is another crafty money saver. My main criticism
is that there isn’t enough detail; it would have been
better to have fewer tips, with more step-by-step
explanations.★★★★★ Geoff Harris
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Left: Hajera removes lice from the hair 
of one of the children in an orphanage, 
Bangladesh, 2014, by Shahidul Alam

Above: Civilians who remained in west
Mosul line up for aid distribution,

March 2017, by Ivor Prickett

Côte d’Ivoire’s Joana Choumali wins the 8th Prix Pictet for her series Ça va aller (it will all be ok)

Launderama 
By Joshua Blackburn, Hoxton Mini Press, £14.95, 
hardback, 144 pages, ISBN 978-1-910566-2

Joshua Blackburn visited every 
launderette in London for this 
project. That’s 462, in case you 
were wondering. Capturing the 
community spirit of this most 
humble of businesses, this is 

another well-crafted book from Hoxton Mini Press. 
Ideal for anyone with a sense of humour – and 

nostalgia – the book also has an air of sadness, given 
that the launderette is an endangered species, with 
many closing every year. It’s also good not only for 
learning about the art of the documentary project, 
but also for those with a fetish for fabric softener. 

Although a map shows the location of each premises, 
some context or captions would have been nice. But 
that’s a small criticism for what’s otherwise a charming 
– and great value – book. ★★★★★ Amy Davies

Also out now
The latest and best books from the 

world of photography.

BOOK

BOOK
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The perils of using unfamiliar equipment

for the fi rst time in the real world

Viewpoint
Jon Bentley

©
 JON BEN

TLEY

Y
ou can’t tell how good a
camera will be at a particular
assignment until you test it for
real. Focusing that seemed

sprightly enough while you were sitting on
the sofa in your living room can quickly be
found wanting by a fast-moving backlit
plane, a darting animal or a fleeting facial
expression. Controls that seemed logical
and easy to use while you were calmly
contemplating them in the thrall of a
post-unboxing glow can suddenly become
fiddly and confusing while you’re
scrambling for a shot.

I was reminded of this recently by
distinguished car photographer Steve
Hall. Among assignments for magazines
and car manufacturers he shoots Vmax
events, where supercar owners meet
at racetracks and try to max out their
200mph-plus projectiles. I was there
recording an item on mirrorless cameras
for The Gadget Show. I noticed he was
using a Nikon D4 with his 400mm
lens and wondered whether he was
considering exchanging it for a fashionably
mirrorless Z 6 or Z 7. We agreed to swap
the Z 7, which was among the cameras
I was testing, to compare notes.

Sadly, by the time we’d finished filming,
and we were able to swap bodies, the cars
were no longer hurtling down the straight.
Steve was forced to conclude that without
the cars going full pelt, there was simply
no way he could test the responsiveness 
of the viewfi nder and autofocus.

Over the summer, reminders of the
importance of real-world tests continued.
I thought I’d use the ultra-wide lens of
a Samsung Galaxy S10 I was testing to
capture a master shot of a play. Only when
I was about to press record did I realise
Samsung had dropped its ‘Pro’ mode in
video. I therefore couldn’t adjust exposure
against the black backdrop of the stage
and the shots suffered as a result.
Meanwhile the Sony A6000 I was using
for the close-ups overheated after 17
minutes in spite of the assurances given by
a bloke in a YouTube video that it wouldn’t
if I left the articulated screen open.

Then there was the saga of trying to
shoot whales and dolphins in the Outer
Hebrides for another Gadget Show test.
The Nikon D850 and 200-500mm lens
looked ideal for the task, but in practice
their relatively heavy weight seemed to
magnify the heaving motion of the boat.
I would probably have been better off with
a point-and-shoot. The quality of the
camera and lens wasn’t in doubt – it was
more their appropriateness in the hands
of an unseaworthy camera operator.

It may sound obvious, but I think it’s all
too easy to forget the perils of tackling an
important job when you haven’t tested out
your kit before in a comparable situation.
If possible, try it out on something similar 
first to avoid disappointment.

If you want to shoot fast-moving
subjects, make sure you have the 
right kit for the job

Do you have something you’d like to get off your chest? Send us your thoughts in around
500 words to the address on page 20 and win a year’s digital subscription to AP, worth £79.99

Jon Bentley is a TV producer and presenter best known 

for Top Gear and Channel 5’s The Gadget Show
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Olympus OM-D E-M1X
Did this hunk of a camera tempt Rob
Cottle from his trusty E-M1 Mark II?

Blinding us with science
The winners of this year’s Institute of

Engineering and Technology competition

Urban portraits
Add an edge to your outdoor people 

shots with a burst of fl ash

DIY Xmas gifts: How to turn

your best shots into presents

with lots of personal touches

Glorious 
gift ing

In next week’s issue

On sale Tuesday 3 December




